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PROGRAM 
 
Monday, October 10th 
 

Plenary Session #1 

   

8 h 45 
Welcome 
Note 

Flavie-Lavoie Cardinal 
   

9 h Chair Markus Sauer 
  Molecular resolution fluorescence imaging 
   

9 h 30 Sponsor Jerome Mertz 
  Techniques for high-contrast voltage imaging 
   

10 h  Na Ji 
  Interrogating synaptic activity at high spatiotemporal resolution 

   
10 :30  Coffee Break 
 

Plenary Session #2 
   

11 h  Lydia Danglot 

  
Decifering neuronal and synaptic architecture at the nanoscale using quantitative super-
resolving 3D microscopy 

   

11 h 30 Chair Markita Landry 
  Near infrared nanosensors to image brain chemistry 
   

12 h  Chen Yang 
  Non-genetic Photoacoustic Neural Stimulation 

   
12 h 30  Lunch 

   

Short Talks #1 
   

14 h  
Mathieu Ducros 
Active Image Optimization for Lattice Light Sheet Microscopy in Brain Slices 

   

14 h 15 Chair Antoine Légaré 
  Influence of neuromodulation on brain states and their transitions in larval zebrafish 
   

14 h 30  Stéphane Bancelin 
  3D-STED microscopy in the mouse hippocampus in vivo 
   

14 h 45  Angela Getz 

  
Resolving postsynaptic AMPA receptor dynamics and presynaptic glutamate release 
during short-term plasticity 

   
15 h  Coffee Break 

 
Plenary Session #3 

   

15 h 30  
David Perrais 
Localization and function of endocytic zones in neuronal dendrites: relevance for 
synaptic plasticity 

   

16 h Chair Jennifer Li 
  Ancestral origins of cognitive maps in the vertebrate brain 
   

16 h 30 Sponsor Haruhiko Bito 
  Multiplex imaging of neural activity and signaling 

   
17 h Posters & Dinatory Cocktail  
  

22 h End  
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Tuesday, October 11th  
 

Plenary Session #4 
   

9 h  
Flavie-Lavoie Cardinal 
Machine learning-assisted optical nanoscopy 

   

9 h 30 Chair Drew Robson 
  Rethinking vertebrate sleep: the behavioral and neural organization of REM-like states 
   

10 h Sponsor Edward Ruthazer 
  Functional plasticity in developing retinotopic maps 

   
10 :30  Coffee Break 
 

Short Talks #2 
   

11 h  Iason Keramidis 

  
Hippocampal chronic optogenetic activation alters proteome and elicits synapse 
disruption 

   

11 h 15 Chair Ivan Coto Hernandez 
  Multiphoton Microscopy for Three-dimensional Histomorphometry of Peripheral Nerve 
   

11 h 30  Catherine Bouchard 
  Generative Adversarial Network Assisted Super-Resolution Microscopy 
   

11 h 45  
Alex Klioutchnikov 
A three-photon head-mounted microscope for imaging all layers of visual cortex in freely 
moving mice 

   

12 h  
Marie-Eve Paquet 
Optimizing the development loop for real-world working optogenetics tools 

   
12 h 15  Lunch 

   

Plenary Session #5 
   

13 h 30  
Chris Schaffer 
Stopping epileptic seizure propagation with laser cuts to the cortex 

   

14 h Chair Caroline Ménard 

  
Seeing is believing: super-resolution imaging of stress-induced changes in the brain and 
gut barriers 

   

14 h 30  Harold MacGillavry 
  CRISPR/Cas9 approaches to study the dynamic nanoscale organization of synapses 

   
15 h  Coffee Break 
   

Plenary Session #6 
   

15 h 30  
Ravi Rungta 
Multiscale imaging of neurovascular coupling 

   

16 h Chair Daniel Choquet 
  Nanoscale synapse function and organization 
   

16 h 30 - Keynote Renée Hlozek 

17 h 30  
Flashes of light from the sky to the brain: lessons learned from astronomy-biology 
collaboration 

   
18h–22h  Evening Activity 
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Wednesday, October 12th  
 

Plenary Session #7 

   

9 h  
Minoru Koyama 
Chemigenetic approaches for studying the assembly of neuronal circuits in zebrafish 

   

9 h 30 Chair Laurent Groc 
  Defining the hippocampal extracellular space using single nanoparticle tracking 
   

10 h Sponsor Anna Devor 

  
Two-photon imaging through wearable and optically transparent neurorecording 
devices 

   
10 :30  Coffee Break 
 

Plenary Session #8 
   

11 h  Chris Xu 
  Technology development for multiphoton imaging of the brain 
   

11 h 30 Chair Jean-Claude Beique 
  Probing the nature and dynamics of eligibility traces in cortex using optical methods 
   

12 h  Bojana Stefanovic 

  Two-photon fluorescence microscopy of brain trauma 

   
12 h 30  Lunch 

   

Short Talks #3 
   

13 h 30  
Céline Larivière-Loiselle 
Polychromatic digital holographic microscopy for live-cell imaging 

   

13 h 45 Chair Laurent Cognet 

  
Single carbon nanotube localization microscopy in the NIR reveals brain extracellular 
space landscapes around synapses and in neurodegenerative conditions 

   

14 h  Claria Zaccaria 
  Platforms for single cell optogenetics to study memory in neuronal cultures 
   

14 h 15  Vincent Breton Provencher 

  
Using two-photon imaging to dissect spatiotemporal dynamics of the noradrenergic 
system 

   

14 h 30  Coffee Break 
   

Plenary Session #9 
   

15 h  
Patrick Desrosiers 
The hidden low-dimensional dynamics of large neuronal networks 

   

15 h 30 Chair Majid Mohajerani 
  Spontaneous activity, memory replay, and the default mode network 
   

16 h  
Rochelin Dalangin 
Towards the next generation of genetically encoded fluorescent indicators for 
neuromodulators 

   

16 h 30  Yves De Koninck 
  Novel microprobes for in vivo opto-electrophysiology 

   
17 h  Last Words 
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SHORT TALKS 
 

Monday session; 14:00 – 15:00 
14:00 - Active Image Optimization for Lattice Light Sheet Microscopy in Brain Slices 

Maxime Malivert1, 2, Fabrice Harms2, Daniel Choquet1, 3, Mathieu Ducros1 

1Université de Bordeaux, CNRS, INSERM, Bordeaux Imaging Center (BIC), UMS 3420, US 4, F-33000 

Bordeaux, France, 2Imagine Optic, F-91400 Orsay, France, 3Université de Bordeaux, CNRS, 

Interdisciplinary Institute for Neuroscience (IINS), UMR 5297, F-33000 Bordeaux, France 

The lattice light sheet (LLS) is a very powerful microscope to study dynamic biological process in 

3D at the sub cellular scale. Since its first demonstration in 2014 [1], it was used in many biological 

research studies on isolated cells or semitransparent samples. We have previously demonstrated 

the benefit of LLS for neuronal imaging and photo-stimulation below the surface of organotypic 

brain slices [2][3]. However, when imaging deeper than ~ 25 µm, the resolution and contrast is 

significantly degraded due to sample based optical aberrations. In 2018 Liu et al developed a 

complex adaptive optics lattice light sheet microscope that recovered image quality in depth of 

biological samples [4]. 

Here we propose a simpler method called Active Image Optimization (AIO) based on (1) an 

autofocus (AF) of the light sheet and (2) an image-based aberration correction using a deformable 

mirror in the detection path and an optimized 3N algorithm (3N+). We validated the robustness of 

our AF approach on various structures of immuno-labeled COS cells. We also optimized the 

parameters of the 3N+ aberration correction (image metric, aberration mode orders, iteration 

numbers). 

We demonstrated the performance of AOI by measuring spine head sizes in neurons expressing 

cytosolic GFP at ~ 40 µm (Fig 1 a and b). We also showed that the deconvolution of AOI corrected 

images can further improve image quality as illustrated with the detection of fine astrocytic 

processes in a brain slice. (Fig 1 c) 

In the future, AIO should allow sub-micrometric morphological and functional imaging in acute 

brain slices at depth where cells are not damaged. Also AIO should greatly improve the precision 

of 3D single molecule localization or single particle tracking deep inside thick samples. 

 

14:15 - Influence of neuromodulation on brain states and their transitions in larval 

zebrafish 

Antoine Légaré1, Vincent Boily1, Sandrine Poulin2, Mado Lemieux1, Patrick Desrosiers2, Paul De 

Koninck3 

1Cervo Brain Research Centre, Québec City, QC, Canada, 2Department of Physics, Physical Engineering, 

and Optics, Université Laval, Québec City, QC, Canada, 3Department of Biochemistry, Microbiology, and 

Bio-informatics, Université Laval, Québec City, QC, Canada  
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The simultaneous observation of brain-wide activity and behavior in small organisms has started 

to reveal how distributed neuronal networks interact to generate behavior. Neuromodulators have 

been shown to induce distinct dynamical regimes associated with behavior in neuronal 

subpopulations, but their influence on global neuronal dynamics is poorly understood. Using fast-

scanning two-photon microscopy, we measure spontaneous pan-neuronal calcium dynamics in 

head-restrained larval zebrafish while monitoring tail movements at high speed to investigate how 

dopamine and norepinephrine drive neuronal and behavioral states. Unsupervised clustering 

approaches allow us to extract a set of recurrent regional activation patterns, or brain states, 

which occur spontaneously across all fish and over multiple recording sessions. The spatial 

distribution of activity within these states is highly modular and driven by structural connectivity 

across brain regions, while the probabilities of transitioning between states are conserved across 

individuals. To investigate how neuromodulators might be driving these neuronal states and their 

transitions, we use post hoc immunolabeling and image registration techniques to identify different 

cell types in our functional datasets, from which we extract putative dopaminergic and 

noradrenergic signals. The activity of these cells is correlated with tail movements of the fish, 

recapitulating their well-studied role in driving locomotor networks. By incorporating more 

neuromodulator cell types, visual stimulation and pharmacological intervention, we will expand 

our state-based approach to offer a brain-wide description of how these systems cooperate or 

compete to influence sensorimotor processing and neuronal dynamics. 

 

14:30 - 3D-STED microscopy in the mouse hippocampus in vivo 

Stephane Bancelin1, Luc Mercier1, Johannes Roos1, Mohamed Belkadi1, Thomas Pfeiffer1, Sun 

Kwang Kim2, Valentin Nägerl1 

1Interdisciplinary Institute for Neurosciences, UMR5297, CNRS, University of Bordeaux, 2Department of 

Science in Korean Medicine, Graduate School, Kyung Hee University, Seoul 02447, Korea 

Even though STED microscopy has been successfully used for micro-anatomical imaging in living 

brain tissue for more than 15 years, it remains technically challenging to apply it to the mouse 

brain in vivo. Its performance crucially depends on the shape and quality of the point-spread 

function (PSF) of the depletion beam, which can suffer strong distortions by light scattering in 

brain tissue. The problems are compounded for in vivo imaging, where a certain amount of 

imaging depth is required to reach the structures of interest, and blood pulsations and breathing 

can add motion blur to the images. 

We will present the implementation of 3D-STED microscopy in the hippocampus of an 

anesthetized mouse, which is a deeply embedded brain region important for spatial memory. To 

gain high-quality optical access, we surgically resected cortical tissue, implanted a small cylinder 

capped by a coverslip, and used a long working distance water objective, as done previously for 

in vivo 2D-STED imaging (Pfeiffer et al, eLife 2018). In a new step, we designed a specific window 

geometry enabling to preserve the bottle-shaped PSF necessary to achieve 3D-STED. This 

modification made it possible to obtain a clear gain in spatial resolution as demonstrated by 

imaging fluorescent beads and fluorescently labeled neurons in the mouse hippocampus in vivo. 

We will discuss various parameters affecting spatial resolution (lateral and in z) and signal-to-

noise ratios, notably the effect of optical aberrations, steaming from the coverslip of the cranial 

window and brain tissue, and present adaptive optics approaches to reduce such distortions. 

We will conclude by presenting proof-of-principle of super-resolution shadow imaging (SUSHI) in 

the mouse hippocampus in vivo, which is based on 3D-STED microscopy and fluorescence 

labeling of the extracellular space, and enables unbiased imaging of brain microanatomy in a way 

that is resistant to bleaching and less phototoxic. 
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14:45 - Resolving and manipulating endogenous AMPA receptor dynamics in brain 

slices with lattice light-sheet microscopy 

Angela Getz1, Agata Nowacka1, Hanna Zieger1, Diogo Bessa-Neto1, Christelle Breillat1, Sébastien 

Marais2, Mathieu Ducros2, Daniel Choquet1, 2 

1University of Bordeaux, CNRS, 2Bordeaux Imaging Center 

Short-term plasticity (STP) of synaptic transmission shapes the amplitudes of synaptic responses 

on a timescale of milliseconds to seconds, and is important for various cognitive processes 

including information processing, temporal integration, and working memory. It is generally 

accepted that STP is expressed through activity-dependent mechanisms that scale presynaptic 

neurotransmitter release. However, several postsynaptic mechanisms, including AMPA receptor 

(AMPAR) desensitization and exchange by lateral surface diffusion, have been shown to regulate 

STP. Altogether, our understanding of how these pre- and postsynaptic processes collectively 

contribute to the expression of STP remains incomplete. Here, we combined developments in 

advanced imaging with new molecular tools for visualizing and controlling AMPAR surface 

diffusion to understand the respective roles of presynaptic neurotransmitter release scaling and 

postsynaptic AMPAR dynamics in tuning synaptic plasticity. We developed a photostimulation 

module for the lattice light sheet microscope that permits simultaneous imaging and 1- or 2-photon 

manipulation. Using a knock-in mouse model that allows for target-specific labeling of 

endogenous GluA2 subunits in intact tissue, we performed fluorescence recovery after 

photobleaching (FRAP) imaging of AMPAR surface diffusion to characterize the mobility of 

endogenous AMPAR at dendritic spines in hippocampal slices. Using iGluSnFR 2-photon 

biosensor imaging to monitor glutamate release events and patch recordings to monitor 

postsynaptic currents in acute slices, we found that the respective contributions of pre- and 

postsynaptic mechanisms to STP expression varied among different types of synapses, 

suggesting that functional specializations shift the pre/post balance that defines synaptic 

response profiles during activity-dependent STP. These developments in advanced imaging 

techniques are allowing further detailed study of the molecular mechanisms underlying the 

expression of synaptic plasticity in integrated networks with enhanced spatiotemporal resolution. 

We now aim to identify the relevant molecular players and physiological processes where the 

regulation of AMPAR biophysics and/or surface mobility controls STP and cognitive behaviour. 

 

Tuesday session; 11:00 – 12:15 
11:00 - Hippocampal chronic optogenetic activation alters proteome and elicits 

synapse disruption 

Iason Keramidis1, Romain Sansonetti1, Johanna Alonso1, Katerina Papanikolopoulou2, Yves De 

Koninck1 

1CERVO Brain Research Centre, 2Biomedical Sciences Research Centre "Alexander Fleming" 

Neuronal overexcitability can disrupt synapse formation and strength and elicit synaptic changes 

which in turn give rise to neuronal hyperactivity, and eventually overall abnormal neural circuit 

processing. Such network dysfunction impairs neuronal function and survival, resulting in the 

onset of neurodegeneration. Yet, the sequence synaptic changes that results from sustained 

neuronal hyperactivity remain elusive. To address this, we adopted optogenetics and a step-

function opsin to generate a model of long-lasting neuronal hyperactivity into the hippocampus. 

We applied this to both wild-type mice as well as in the 5xFAD mice presenting mutations that 

confer susceptibility to develop Alzheimer’s disease. We analyzed the proteome changes 

occurring after a month of daily chronic optogenetic stimulation. Following this stimulation 
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protocol, the levels of 859 proteins were altered in wild-type mice, while only 242 proteins were 

altered in the 5xFAD mice. Gene-ontology analysis revealed that biological processes such as 

protein transport and cytoskeleton organization were altered both in wild-type and 5xFAD mice 

upon stimulation. However, biological processes like mRNA processing, translation, 

phosphorylation and, more importantly, synaptic signalling were greatly modified only in wild-type 

mice upon stimulation. Synaptic proteins of both the glutamatergic and GABAergic synapse were 

downregulated in wild-type mice following chronic neuronal hyperactivity indicating potential 

disruption of synaptic transmission. Finally, when we compared the proteins altered by stimulation 

in wild-type mice vs that altered due to the mutations and pathology in the 5xFAD mice, we 

identified only 356 proteins as differentially expressed, suggesting that chronic neuronal 

hyperexcitability might replicate several features of AD pathology. All together, these findings 

indicate that neuronal overexcitability and hyperactivity could contribute directly to the disruption 

of synaptic transmission and the neurodegenerative process associated with AD. 

 

11:15 - Multiphoton Microscopy for Three-dimensional Histomorphometry of 

Peripheral Nerve 

Steven Minderler1, Nate Jowett1, Ivan Coto Hernandez1 

1Mass Eye and Ear 

Means for quantitation of myelinated fibers in peripheral nerve may guide diagnoses and clinical 

management of peripheral neuropathies. Conventional nerve histomorphometry is typically 

performed on ultrathin axial sections using bright-field microscopy following lengthy chemical 

staining and resin sectioning steps. Recently, we demonstrated label-free imaging of murine and 

human peripheral nerve using a custom fiber laser at 1300 nm to simplify tissue processing. 

Herein, we combine multiphoton microscopy with refractive index matching to achieve three-

dimensional histomorphometry of sectioned and whole-mounted peripheral nerves from 

fluorescent transgenic mice. A commercial machine learning software is used for automated 

quantification of myelinated axons. The imaging protocols developed here carry potential for 

clinical translation to inform decision making in peripheral nerve disorders. 

 

11:30 - Generative Adversarial Network Assisted Super-Resolution Microscopy 

Catherine Bouchard1, 2, Theresa Wiesner1, 2, Andréanne Deschênes2, Anthony Bilodeau1, 2, 

Christian Gagné1, 3, Flavie Lavoie-Cardinal1, 4 

1Institute Intelligence and Data (IID), Université Laval, 2CERVO Brain Research Center, 3Département de 

génie électrique et de génie informatique, Université Laval, 4Département de psychiatrie et de 

neurosciences, Université Laval 

Understanding the dynamics of molecular processes in neurons is highly dependent on the 

possibility to visualize them at the nanoscale, which was made possible with the development of 

super-resolution methods like STimulated Emission Depletion (STED) nanoscopy. However, the 

high spatio-temporal resolution reached by STED is achieved at the expense of an increased light 

dose on the sample, which leads to photobleaching effects that hinder the possibility to monitor 

dynamic processes over numerous frames. Increasing the resolution through accurate content-

preserving algorithmic methods can limit the light dose without compromising on the resolution. 

We developed a deep learning model that generates super-resolved versions of conventional 

diffraction-limited images. Our model, named Task-Assisted Generative Adversarial Network (TA-

GAN), stands out from standard super-resolution models by incorporating an auxiliary task closely 

related to the biological question at hand that guides the generation of accurate information. We 

evaluated how TA-GAN improves generative accuracy over unassisted methods using images of 
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fixed cells acquired with two modalities: confocal (conventional) and STED (super-resolved) 

microscopy. The TA-GAN generated STED images, when compared to the ground truth STED 

images, show an accurate distribution of the F-actin cytoskeleton in axons, reproduce the activity-

dependent remodeling of F-actin in dendrites, and replicate the nanoscale morphology of key 

synaptic proteins. We next expanded the applicability of TA-GAN to online imaging assistance. 

Incorporated directly in the acquisition pipeline of the microscope, the TA-GAN generated images 

inform the user on the nanometric content of the field of view without requiring the acquisition of 

a super-resolved image. This information is used to automatically select time points of interest for 

the visualization of biological change, optimizing the use of limited photons by eliminating the 

need to acquire frames that have insufficient informative value. 

 

11:45 - A three-photon head-mounted microscope for imaging all layers of visual 

cortex in freely moving mice 

Alexandr Klioutchnikov1, Damian Wallace1, Juergen Sawinski1, Kay-Michael Voit1, Yvonne 

Groemping1, Jason Kerr1 

1MPINB 

Miniaturized head-mounted two-photon microscopes have enabled imaging of activity from 

fluorescently labelled neuronal populations in the upper cortical layers with single cell resolution 

in freely moving rodents. Three-photon excitation (3PE) can considerably extend the imaging 

depth possible in scattering tissue by utilizing longer wavelengths, that decrease excitation light 

scattering and eliminating the generation of out-of-focus fluorescence. However, 3PE-based 

head-mounted microscopes have so far been too physically restrictive to take advantage of 

mouse-based molecular tools. Here we built a 2 gram, 3PE-based microscope, capable of 

imaging activity from neuronal populations from all cortical layers in the freely moving mouse. This 

tool is equipped with a z-drive, enabling remote focusing through the whole cortical depth without 

interfering with the animal’s behavior, and resilient miniature detectors that enable imaging in a 

fully lit environment with high sensitivity. We use it to show that neuronal population activity in 

cortical layer-4 and layer-6 was differentially modulated by lit and dark conditions during free 

exploration. Together this new microscope enables studies of cortical computation in 

freely-moving animals over a large range of natural behaviors. 

 

12:00 - Optimizing the development loop for real-world working optogenetics tools 

Marie-Ève Paquet1 

1CERVO Brain Research Center 

The continuing challenge in the development pipeline for optogenetics is generating tools that are 
sufficiently robust for real world applications. Individual labs lack the time, expertise, and 
resources to undertake development of indicators/actuators, associated gene transfer tools, and 
ancillary hardware to address their research question. True optimization can only be achieved by 
building an active feedback loop between developers and teams with dedicated staff that test 
them in a range of models (from invertebrates to human tissue). This critical loop is the largest 
bottleneck and can only be accelerated through a new model of collaborative science. The model 
structure to fill this gap is the BioFoundry, which the Canadian Optogenetics and Vectorology 
Foundry (COVF) uniquely applies to this niche. The Design-Build-Test Foundry model, unique for 
the fields of genetically-encoded and viral tools, allows COVF to accelerate the development and 
community dissemination of optimised material.  
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Wednesday session; 13:30 – 14:30 
13:30 - Polychromatic digital holographic microscopy for live-cell imaging 

Céline Larivière-Loiselle1, 2, Erik Bélanger1, 2, Mohamed Haouat1, 2, Pierre Marquet1, 2 

1Université Laval, 2Centre de recherche CERVO 

Digital holographic microscopy (DHM), a non-invasive label-free imaging technique, has been 

used in a number of successful studies in cell biology, although the light source coherence, 

required to generate the interference fringes that give rise to the quantitative-phase signal with a 

nanometric sensitivity, generates coherent noise in the images. We have recently developed a 

new instrumental denoising approach called polychromatic DHM (P-DHM), which enabled 

us to obtain quasi-coherent-noise-free quantitative phase images of static specimens. 

Inspired by these promising results, we are now working to extend this technology to live 

imaging, so that fine dynamic cellular processes can be studied in detail. The P-DHM setup 

consists of a commercial transmission Mach-Zehnder interferometer-based digital holographic 

microscope coupled with a tunable wavelength laser system. With this system, holograms can be 

acquired at different wavelengths. These holograms are numerically reconstructed in optical path 

difference (OPD) images by a methodology which allows, through the propagation of the 

wavefront diffracted by the specimen, a wavelength-dependent correction of various aberrations. 

The OPD images stack is then averaged to obtain a striking noise reduction. We automated the 

methodology to acquire videos of slowly unfolding biological phenomena. We observed 

movements in the tiny processes between neurons without any staining, a feat that was 

difficult before with DHM due to coherent noise. It is also possible to observe cellular 

trafficking (motion of the organelles) in cultured astrocytes and lamellipodia action. We 

are working towards observing faster cellular processes by implementing an electronic approach 

as a next step of the automation. 

 

13:45 - Single carbon nanotube localization microscopy in the NIR reveals brain 

extracellular space landscapes around synapses and in neurodegenerative 

conditions 

Chiara Paviolo1, Federico Soria2, Joana S. Ferreira3, Antony Lee1, Evelyne Doudnikoff2, Marie-

Laure Arotcarena2, Ivo Calaresu3, Somen Nandi1, Benjamin Dehay2, Laurent Groc3, Erwan 

Bezard2, Laurent Cognet1 

1Institut d’Optique – LP2N, CNRS UMR5298, Université de Bordeaux, 33400 Talence, France, 2Institut des 

Maladies Neurodégénératives, CNRS UMR5293, Université de Bordeaux, 33076 Bordeaux, France, 
3Interdisciplinary Institute for Neuroscience, CNRS UMR5297, Université de Bordeaux, 33076 Bordeaux, 

France 

Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) has set a new paradigm in the field of optical 

imaging, especially in bioscience to study structural and dynamic arrangements of the matter at 

the nanoscale. As a member of the “super-resolution microscopy” family SMLM indeed provides 

optical images with resolutions well beyond the diffraction limit. Yet, it remains challenging to 

study more complex systems than isolated nanostructures or isolated living cells in biology with 

such approaches. For instance, SMLM in thick and intact brain tissues is penalized by the limited 

brightness of fluorescent emitters, the optical aberrations induced by the samples and/or the poor 

penetration of the light into biological tissue at visible wavelengths. 

To circumvent these limitations and investigate live brain tissues, we developed a framework 

based on SMLM and single-wall carbon nanotube near-infrared imaging [1]. Nanotube detection 

and tracking at the single nanotube level allow the extracellular space of intact live brain tissues 

to be revealed at the nanoscale. 
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We will show that this approach can be applied to reveal the precise organization of pathological 

ECS in adult mice under degenerative conditions (α-synuclein-induced neurodegeneration) [2]. It 

is found that these animals display a degraded hyaluronan matrix in areas close to reactive 

microglia which induces increased ECS diffusivity and dimensions, highlighting hyaluronan as 

diffusional barrier and local tissue organizer. 

Another application concerns the investigation of the brain ECS around synapses. We reveal 

specific ECS properties in terms of morphology at the nanoscale and inner diffusivity which are 

modulated upon synaptic activity [3]. 

References: 

[1] Godin, et al Nat. Nanotechnol. (2017), Danné, et al ACS Photonics (2018), Paviolo et al Neur. Dis. 

(2021) 

[2] Soria et al Nat. Commun (2020), Editor’s choice 

[3] Paviolo et al, Nanoletters (2022) 

 

 

14:00 - Platforms for single cell optogenetics to study memory in neuronal cultures 

Clara Zaccaria1 

1University of Trento 

Storage of memory traces relies on the correlated firing of a specific set of simultaneously 

activated cells (neuronal engram) in networks of interconnected neurons, whose connecting 

synapses are strengthened by long-term potentiation (LTP) mechanisms. Synapses are expected 

to be involved in these processes (synaptic engram) and might contribute to distinct aspects of 

the neuronal engram. The precise and selective control of neuronal activation can unveil the 

mechanisms underlying memory engrams. Thanks to the development of optogenetic tools, we 

have now access to remarkable spatiotemporal accuracy in neuronal activation.Within the ERC 

BACKUP project, two platforms were developed to optogenetically induce single-cell excitation in 

in-vitro neuronal cultures: an integrated photonic chip, and a digital light processing device (DLP), 

integrated into a confocal spinning-disk microscope. The integrated photonic chip works at 

460nm, to be used with ChR2 channelrhodopsin. Aperiodic grating scatters are designed to 

induce neuronal excitation with 10um resolution, on the surface of the chip. Neurons can be 

singularly illuminated by the scatterers, one at a time, or many simultaneously. The chip is fixed 

in a portable platform that can be used under the microscope, to perform experiments on neuronal 

cultures. The DLP platform has 3 LED sources and a digital micromirror device. It is optically 

aligned to the microscope, projecting on the sample plane 460 nm light patterns with 3±1um 

resolution. This device was used to apply LTP-like patterned light illumination on targeted ChR2 

positive neurons in in-vitro cultures transfected with SynActive (SA), an approach combining Arc 

mRNA targeting elements with a protein tag for activity-dependent protein production in spines, 

to show synaptic potentiation. This opens the possibility to perform studies on neuronal and 

synaptic engrams. 

 

14:15 - Using two-photon imaging to dissect spatiotemporal dynamics of the 

noradrenergic system 

Vincent Breton-Provencher1,2 

1CERVO Brain Research Centre, 2 Département de Psychiatrie et Neurosciences, Université Laval 

Through its ubiquitous presence in the central nervous system noradrenaline critically impacts 

various brain functions. How noradrenaline-expressing neurons in the LC (LC-NA) facilitates 
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different components of specific behaviours is unknown. Here we investigated whether distinct 

populations of LC-NA neurons mediate two aspects of cognition, the acquisition, and the 

execution of a task. To examine these functions, we used a behavioural task in mice with graded 

auditory stimulus detection and task performance. To characterize the level of heterogeneous 

activity among LC-NA neurons, we used two-photon micro-endoscopy to image the population 

activity of LC-NA neurons expressing a genetically encoded calcium. Furthermore, we used two-

photon axonal imaging of calcium dynamics of LC-NA projections through a cranial window 

located above either the motor or the prefrontal cortex to examine whether these two regions 

receive similar LC-NA activity. Our data show that transient LC-NA activation preceded 

behavioural execution and followed reinforcement. These two components of phasic activity were 

heterogeneously represented in LC-NA cortical outputs, such that the behavioural response 

signal was higher in the motor cortex and facilitated task execution, whereas the negative 

reinforcement signal was widely distributed among cortical regions and improved response 

sensitivity on the subsequent trial. Modular targeting of LC outputs thus enables diverse functions, 

whereby some noradrenaline signals are segregated among targets, whereas others are broadly 

distributed. 
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Online optimization of super-resolution microscopy imaging parameters 

Anthony Bilodeau1, 2, Albert Michaud-Gagnon1, 2, Benoit Turcotte1, 2, Renaud Bernatchez1, 2, 

Audrey Durand2, Flavie Lavoie-Cardinal1, 2 

1CERVO Brain Research Centre, 2Université Laval 

Optical super-resolution fluorescence microscopy is an essential tool in biology to visualize 

subcellular structures with minimal invasiveness. STimulated Emission Depletion (STED) 

microscopy allows to investigate the nanostructures of biological samples, even in live samples, 

by routinely reaching resolutions below 60nm but is often associated with high invasiveness. The 

invasiveness can be reduced by the microscopist to a certain extent by careful modulation of the 

parameters (depletion/excitation laser power, pixel dwell time, and others). This however requires 

knowledge of the influence of each parameter on the imaging objectives (e.g. spatial resolution, 

photobleaching, and artifacts) which limits the broad application of STED imaging1. More complex 

imaging scheme for STED microscopy, for example RESCue or DyMIN, were introduced to 

minimize the impact of the image acquisition on the sample but require more parameters to be 

carefully calibrated by the microscopist2. We thus tackle the online optimization problem of finding 

a set of optimal parameters under a multi-armed bandit framework. We crafted two imaging tasks 

that are commonly faced in microscopy: i) a sample-dependant parameter selection and ii) a 

highly-parameterized imaging task. To facilitate the quantitative validation of our machine 

learning-based optimization routines for super-resolution microscopy, we developed a STED 

simulation platform3. This platform integrates most parameters and photophysical properties of 

fluorophores for the simulation of STED microscopy experiments. We first show that leveraging 

the state of the sample (context) allows the model to tune the parameter selection thereby 

producing images of higher quality compared to a blind model. We then show the capacity of our 

approach at converging in a region of a 7-parameter space minimizing the imaging objectives. 

Preliminary results show that our methodology can assist microscopists in real-life experiments. 

 
[1] Durand et al (2018) Nature Communication 

[2] Bilodeau et al (2022) Canadian AI 

[3] Turcotte et al (2022) AAAI-AI2ASE 

 

 

Detection and Characterization of Synapse Degeneration in Parkinson’s Disease 

and ALS Using Deep Learning 

Frédéric Beaupré1, 2, Jean-Michel Bellavance1, 2, Bo Lin Fan3, Renée Hložek4, Christian Gagné5, 

Flavie Lavoie-Cardinal1, 2 

1CERVO Brain Research Centre, 2Laval University, 3University of Toronto, 4Dunlap Institute - University of 

Toronto, 5Institute Intelligence and Data - Laval University 

Studies have shown that synaptic damage is a common hallmark of many neurodegenerative 

diseases.[1] At the population level, the degeneration of synapses is heterogenous and depends 

on the progression of the disease. The objective of the project is to detect early changes of 

synaptic organization in cell culture models of Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Amyotrophic Lateral 

Sclerosis (ALS). The nanometric organization of synapses in these models is resolved using 

Stimulated Emission Depletion microscopy (STED), while synaptic activity is measured using 

widefield fluorescence microscopy of Miniature Synaptic Calcium Transients (MSCT).  
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Traditional approaches developed for high-throughput quantitative analysis of biomedical images 

rely on the identification of known features determined by experts, an approach which impairs our 

ability to discover new patterns or rare occurring events by solely focusing on measured changes 

in the distributions of known features. We use deep learning for automatic feature extraction and 

for the detection of anomalous synaptic nanostructures and MSCT patterns. The synaptic 

anomalies are synthetically-created, protein-like structures which differ from normality in their 

blurriness and isotropic signal, while the MSCTs come from live cell videos of dissociated rat 

neuron cultures.  We first adapted anomaly detection (AD) methods that are state-of-the-art on 

natural images to images in STED microscopy. We next designed a pipeline for MSCT 

segmentation based on astronomy transient pipelines, namely the Rolling Hough Transform, and 

the FloodFill Algorithm. In future work, we will leverage on the similarity of data between the field 

of optical brain imaging and astronomy to investigate whether deep learning models for anomaly 

detection and segmentation can benefit from cross-domain training. The proposed methods could 

lead to discoveries of rarely occurring synaptic events that would be overseen by classical 

detection and classification approaches of known features, radically changing the study of 

neurodegeneration. 

[1] Lepeta et al., Journal of neurochemistry, 2016 

 

Revealing fine neuronal processes without any staining by supervised learning 

approach based on polychromatic digital holographic microscopy 

Johan Chaniot1, Maxime Moreaud2, 3, Céline Larivière-Loiselle1, Mohamed Haouat1, Marie-Eve 

Crochetière1, Erik Bélanger1, 4, 5, Pierre Marquet1, 4, 6 

1Centre de recherche CERVO, Université Laval, 2601 Chemin de la Canardière, Québec, QC, G1J 2G3, 

Canada, 2IFP Energies nouvelles, Rond-point de l’échangeur de Solaize, BP 3, 69360 Solaize, France, 
3MINES ParisTech, PSL-Research University, CMM, 35 rue Saint Honoré, 77305 Fontainebleau, France, 
4Centre d’optique, photonique et laser, Université Laval, 2375 rue de la Terrasse, Québec, QC, G1V 0A6, 

Canada, 5Département de physique, de génie physique et d’optique, Université Laval, Québec, QC, 

Canada, 6Département de psychiatrie et neurosciences, Université Laval, Québec, QC, Canada 

In recent years, digital holographic microscopy (DHM) became of paramount interest, as non-

invasive label-free imaging technique, in the field of cellular biology. Concretely, the quantitative 

phase images (QPI) provided by DHM allow to calculate many cell parameters and processes 

including morphometry, absolute volume as well its regulation, transmembrane water 

movements, cellular trafficking (motion of the organelles). Nevertheless, consistent noise inherent 

to the light source coherence, required to obtain accurate interferometric holograms, limits the 

sensibility of the QPI. Recently, we have developed an approach based on a multi-wavelength 

hologram recording using a supercontinuum laser, called polychromatic DHM (P-DHM), providing 

quasi-coherent-noise-free QPI. P-DHM reveals fine neuronal processes that have so far been 

undetectable with DHM. However, experimental implementation of P-DHM is quite demanding 

precluding its large-scale deployment. Therefore, being able to generate these high-quality 

images directly from the conventional DHM is very appealing. 

This has been achieved through a purely numerical approach using convolutional neural network 

(CNN) architectures. For the first time, experimental ground truth data sets were used to simulate 

the P-DHM acquisition using only classic DHM images thanks to an adapted supervised learning 

procedure. In a set of more than 25 phase images, qualitative and quantitative analyses of the 

methodology was carried out. First, a visual analysis validating the revealed neuronal processes 

similarly to the P-DHM technology, highlights the accuracy of the v[P-DHM] network by assessing 

that the fine processes within cultured neurones, not visible with conventional DHM, can be 

detected. Secondly, considering approximately 20 distinct metrics, an objective comparison 

analysis with the most advanced CNN architectures reveals the interest of our method, focusing 
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on various specific regions of interest, in particular on the fine neuronal processes. Finally, the 

comparison analysis focuses on preserving the quantitative aspect of QPI, an essential condition 

to calculate cell biophysical parameters. 

 

Deep Learning-based Widefield Flat Fluorescence Microscopy 

Mohamad Feshki1, Sylvain Martel2, Benoit Gosselin1, Yves De Koninck1 

1Université Laval, 2Polytechnique Montréal 

Flat and lensless microscopy is a cutting-edge multidisciplinary topic in science. The availability 

of miniature Flat Fluorescence Microscope (FFM) systems is an essential step toward real-time 

brain circuit imaging in freely moving animals. The latest miniature microscope designs use a 

stack of heavy and bulky optical components that are spread over a long optical distance. 

Computational lensless microscopy can overcome this limitation by replacing the lenses with a 

simple thin mask encoding the incoming light. Computational lensless microscopy has focused 

on two- and three-dimensional image reconstruction in clear biological media, while imaging 

inside scattering media has remained a major obstacle for practical in-vivo imaging. Our novel 

deep learning-based FFM model can significantly enhance in-depth imaging in scattering media 

through physics-informed supervised machine learning methods. This model is empowered with 

a custom-designed multifocal random microlens array to capture 400 um thick targets with a field-

varying point spread function.Currently, we have a prototype under development based on the 

proposed model that has successfully performed display-target reconstruction tests. Unlike 

similar studies, the prototype’s excitation module is located close to the image sensor, allowing 

the system to perform fluorescence imaging independently with one-sided access to the targets. 

Besides, the excitation module is capable of dual-wavelength illumination for isosbestic noise 

removal in freely moving imaging scenarios. Additionally, we describe, for the first time, an 

approach to generating biological lensless microscopy datasets for training a machine learning 

engine. By enabling the simulation of future flat fluorescence microscope designs, we believe that 

our design approach, model, and datasets can significantly contribute to the development of these 

key neuroscience tools, which hold great potential for advancing the discipline. 

 

Building a generative model of cortex-wide hemodynamic signals 

Jérémie Guilbert1, Michèle Desjardins1 

1Centre de recherche du CHU de Québec, Université Laval 

Widefield optical imaging methods allow the measurement of brain activity across the entire cortex 

in rodent models. They further allow the simultaneous acquisition of both neuronal (e.g., with 

calcium imaging) and hemodynamic (e.g., with intrinsic optical imaging of blood oxygenation) 

signals, providing a unique opportunity to study the underpinnings of human functional magnetic 

resonance imaging signals with enhanced spatiotemporal resolution. Such rich multimodal data 

are especially useful when paired with modeling schemes that attempt to describe how neuronal 

and hemodynamic signals are generated, allowing the testing of various hypotheses about the 

origins of their relationship.   

To this end, we have recently been developing a combined experimental and computational 

approach to measure and interpret widefield cortical imaging data from mice within a dynamical 

system modeling framework. Our approach is based on 

1)    A large cortical window preparation for the simultaneous measure of calcium activity, cerebral 

blood flow and blood oxygenation. The use of a transparent window (as opposed to an intact skull 
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preparation) further allows us to use two-photon microscopy to study the microscopic origins of 

widefield signals. 

2)    A generative model of cortex-wide hemodynamic activity. The model describes how changes 

in local hemodynamic signals (blood flow and oxygenation) arise from brain activity within a 

spatially extended neuronal network. 

While typical brain network models consider summed excitatory neuronal activity as the main 

driver of changes in cerebral blood flow and oxygenation, we furthermore explicitly model the 

contribution of various cell-types to neurovascular coupling to enhance our model’s accuracy. We 

here show preliminary results that demonstrate how the model can explain both local and spatially 

distributed imaging data and demonstrate how it can be used to test various hypotheses about 

neurovascular interactions.   

 

Study of the shift in GABAA current polarity using video-rate Fluorescence Lifetime 

Imaging Microscopy 

Justin Hamel1, Lionel Froux1, Antoine G. Godin1 

1CERVO Brain Research Centre 

In the central nervous system, changes in neuronal ionic balance can occur at various timescales 

from milliseconds, in synaptic events, to seconds, via membrane cotransporters. Using 

Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM), video-rate two-photon laser scanning 

microscopy and the MQAE chloride indicator, the shift in current polarity of the GABAA receptor 

during neurodevelopment in primary neuronal cultures is studied by monitoring Cl- concentration 

upon GABA stimulations. 

To accurately study the sudden variations in local ion concentrations, the accuracy and dynamic 

range of a fluorescence indicator using FLIM must be established. Indeed, the spatiotemporal 

resolution in FLIM mainly depends on the number of photons collected during the acquisition of 

the biological process of interest. 

The number of photons detected is mainly limited by the photophysical properties of the indicator 

(photobleaching, quantum yield, dynamic range), the expression of the marker, the laser intensity 

and the timescale of the biological process of interest. Increasing the laser power to detect more 

photons is limited as it induces photobleaching and phototoxicity.  The accuracy of a FLIM 

measurement highly depends on the number of photons detected which can be increased by 

using spatial and temporal binning. Nevertheless, for a given number of photons per analysis, the 

spatial resolution will be directly linked to chosen temporal resolution chosen and both cannot be 

optimized concurrently. 

In this project, we aim at developing an intelligent analytical approach to optimize the 

spatiotemporal binning as well as modulating laser line scanning frequency to better reveal the 

fast biological processes studied. The strategy developed to optimize spatiotemporal resolution 

in FLIM is used with MQAE, a Cl- indicator, to study the shift in current polarity of the GABAA 

receptor with TCSPC, but can easily be transposed to study many other phenomena and using 

other FLIM analytical modalities like the phasor approach. 

 

Delineating noradrenergic modulation of mouse cortical circuits 

Emmeraude Tanguay1, 2, 3, Paul De Koninck1, 2, Vincent Breton-Provencher1, 3 
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1CERVO Brain Research Center, Quebec City, QC, Canada, 2Biochemistry, Microbiology and Bio-

informatics Department, Université Laval, Quebec City, QC, Canada, 3Psychiatry and Neurosciences 

Department, Université Laval, Quebec City, QC, Canada 

The noradrenergic system modulates sensory processing, attention, learning and memory 

formation. To support this role in cognition, noradrenergic axons densely innervate the cortex 

suggesting that noradrenaline affects cortical circuits. However, the cellular mechanisms 

underlying this effect remains poorly characterized. Here, we aim at identifying how noradrenergic 

projections are distributed, what neuronal subtypes noradrenaline mainly targets, and how the 

system varies in mouse cortex. We labeled the mRNA of noradrenergic receptors and interneuron 

molecular subtypes to analyze the distribution of noradrenergic receptors expression in inhibitory 

neurons across the cortex. In parallel, we quantified the density and entropy of noradrenergic 

projections with immunohistochemistry targeting of the noradrenaline vesicular transporter. To 

analyze these data across the cortex, we developed a pipeline to automatically detect nuclei and 

axons and register these data to a reference atlas. Our preliminary data show that noradrenergic 

axons density peaked in the first cortical layer. We also observed a different layer-dependent 

distribution of noradrenergic receptors between VIP and NDNF interneurons. We are currently 

extending this analysis to include other interneuron subtypes and pyramidal neurons. Our plan is 

to determine how this heterogeneous distribution of projection and receptors affects cortical 

activity of selected neuronal types using in vivo multiphoton microscopy. Our experiments should 

help dissecting the roles of the noradrenergic modulation on fundamental brain function and may 

serve to model disfunctions of these pathways. 

 

In-vivo imaging 

Optimization of synaptic and circuit imaging in living zebrafish larvae beyond 15 

days post fertilization 

Emma Bader1, Margaux Caperaa1, Mado Lemieux1, Gabriel Bossé1, Paul De Koninck2 

1Centre de recherche CERVO, Québec, Canada, 2Département de biochimie, microbiologie et bio-

informatique, Université Laval, Québec, Canada 

We aim to learn more on the neuronal mechanisms that support the development of social 

behavior. We chose an animal model, the larval zebrafish, in which we can monitor with two-

photon microscopy the formation of synaptic connections and of functional circuits, as social 

behaviors develop. To observe excitatory synaptic contacts, we use a genetically encoded 

synaptic fluorescent marker injected in freshly fertilized embryos. To monitor circuit function, we 

use a zebrafish line expressing nuclear-targeted GCaMP6 in every neuron, enabling the recording 

of calcium activity in living larval zebrafish. While most optical imaging experiments are performed 

on zebrafish larvae of 5-10 days post-fertilization (DPF), more complex behaviors (social 

behavior, learning, memory formation) develop between 15-30 DPF. Thus, for the study of the 

synaptic and circuit mechanisms underlying complex behaviors, we are establishing protocols to 

perform long-term live microscopy in older larvae. Our preliminary results indicate that we can 

label and observe excitatory synapses in live zebrafish larvae > 21 DPF, as well as monitor circuit 

activity with GCaMP6. However, we find that the optical imaging conditions routinely used in 

younger larvae are not optimal for supporting long-term imaging. Here, we aim to optimize the 

optical imaging protocols for larvae from 15 to 30 DPF, testing several critical factors such as 

larva mounting strategy (for head fixing), laser-evoked toxicity, oxygen supply, and reproducibility 

of experiments. This protocol may enable longitudinal studies i) on the developmental onset of 

synaptic connections responsible for social behaviors, or ii) on the impact of the exposome on 

brain circuit formation and plasticity. 
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Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy for optical guidance in neurosurgery 

Alexandre Bédard1 

1DCCLAB / Cervo Brain Research Center 

The purpose of this study is to determine whether diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) can 

provide optical guidance during deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgery. New techniques are 

needed to add precision to this surgery. In several studies, DRS has been demonstrated to be a 

complementary guidance method. In this case, monkey ex vivo brain experiments were 

conducted to ensure DRS could differentiate white and gray matter. This study uses principal 

component analysis (PCA) to determine the composition of tissue in front of the stimulation 

electrode then determine whether it is white or grey matter as well as presence of blood vessels. 

Furthermore, our work tackles the consequences on the mechanical properties of implementing 

an optical probe in a DBS electrode. The ultimate goal of this study is to show that DRS can be 

used as a non-invasive, cost effective and real-time tissue characterization without the use of 

contrast agents.  

 

Neuronal membrane voltage reporting of anaesthetised rats 

Monica Bell Vila1, 2, Stephen Wenceslao Evans3, Adrienne Dorr1, Margaret Koletar1, Alex Yukun 

Hao4, Guofeng Zhang3, Paolo Bazzigaluppi1, Michael Z. Lin3, 4, Maged Goubran1, 2, Bojana 

Stefanovic1, 2 

1Sunnybrook Research Institute, 2University of Toronto - Department of Medical Biophysics, 3Stanford 

University Medical Center - Department of Neurobiology, 4Stanford University - Department of 

Bioengineering 

Neuronal firing is the means by which information is relayed and encoded in the brain. Numerous 

brain disorders, such as Parkinson's disease, epilepsy, and stroke, alter neuronal firing patterns, 

and their normalisation is regarded to be one of the hallmarks of effective treatments. Measuring 

neuronal voltage variations in time  is thus key for understanding CNS pathologies and healing. 

Non-invasive imaging of fluorescent calcium reporters is widely used in preclinical research to 

track neural signals, but calcium changes may not be specific to neuronal activity and their kinetics 

are slow. Genetically encoded voltage indicators (GEVIs) are membrane bound proteins whose 

fluorescence level reflects membrane voltage. ASAP4.5, a GEVI recently developed by Dr. 

Michael Lin at Stanford, has been shown to report subthreshold voltage activity in mice with <1ms 

temporal resolution under two photon fluorescence microscopy (2PFM). Rat models are often 

preferred over mice models in preclinical research as rats better reflect many human morbidities, 

such as obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease, as well as having a broader set of 

cognitive/ behavioural patterns. To enable cellular scale study of neuronal voltage oscillations in 

rats, we transduced adult Sprague-Dawley rats with ASAP4.5 and recorded voltage activity of 

transduced neurons under 2PFM. Following viral injection into the somatosensory cortex of 2-

month old rats, 4-6 weeks were allowed for full expression of the construct. Thereafter, animals 

were prepared for imaging by implantation of a cranial window over the area of injection. Under 

propofol anaesthesia, 2PFM linescans were performed over the membranes of transduced 

neurons. A gaussian log likelihood probability detection algorithm was then applied to isolate 

spiking activity, giving proof of principle of expression in rat neurons. In future work we will use 

ASAP4.5 to characterise the response of pyramidal neurons and interneurons to a range of 

neuromodulatory paradigms. 
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Multi-site Characterization of Learning-related Dopaminergic Signals  

Sarah-Julie Bouchard1, Léa-Maude Gauthier1, Joël Boutin1, Yizhou Zhuo2, Christophe Proulx1, 

Yulong Li2, Martin Lévesque1, Vincent Breton-Provencher1 

1CERVO Brain Research Center, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada Psychiatry and Neurosciences 

Department, Université Laval, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada, 2State Key Laboratory of Membrane Biology, 

Peking University School of Life Sciences, Beijing, China  

The dopaminergic system enables learning of new associations by signaling the expectation and 

valence of a reinforcement. Previous studies have potentially identified distinct reinforcement 

signals among the various structures innervated by dopamine axons in the brain. Yet, whether 

the actual release of dopamine is distinct remains unknown. Here, we compared the release of 

dopamine in the nucleus accumbens (shell and core), the prefrontal cortex and the dorsal 

striatum, to determine how homogeneous the dopamine signaling is in different behavioral 

contexts supporting reinforcement learning. To measure dopamine release in multiple brain 

areas, we used an improved fluorescent sensor for dopamine (GRAB-DA3) and fiber photometry. 

Head-fixed mice were conditioned to associate a reward with specific auditory tones for several 

sessions. After a strong association was obtained, we modified the task to vary either the reward 

probability for each tone, reward magnitude or reinforcement valence (reward versus 

punishment). Our preliminary data show that dopamine signals the value of a conditioned stimulus 

and reward prediction error similarly in the different targets we recorded from. In addition, we 

observed distinct signals following a punishment, which produced a dopaminergic release 

proportionally larger than reward especially in the PFC. Together, our results show that dopamine 

signals negative reinforcement to different extent throughout the system, but reward signaling 

seems to be a common feature of all brain areas targeted by dopamine. 

 

Investigating abnormal chloride transport in Alzheimer’s disease and 

Amyothrophic Lateral Sclerosis mouse models  

Julien Bourbonnais1, Iason Keramidis1, 2, Sahara Khademullah1, Annie Barbeau1, Yves De 

Koninck1, 2, Antoine Godin1, 2 

1CERVO Brain Research Centre, Quebec Mental Health Institute, Québec City, QC, Canada, 2Department 

of Psychiatry & Neuroscience, Laval University, Québec, QC, Canada 

Intracellular chloride regulates the inhibitory response of the -aminobutyric acid type-A receptor 

(GABAAR). In mature neurons, the potassium-chloride co-transporter KCC2 is the principal 

chloride extruder which maintains low intracellular chloride concentration allowing for an inhibitory 

response to GABA release. Loss of KCC2 activity has been associated with many neurological 

disorders such as epilepsy, anxiety, schizophrenia, and chronic pain. We previously showed that 

membrane KCC2 levels are reduced in medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and hippocampal 

neurons of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) transgenic mice and the motor cortex of ALS mouse models. 

This study aims to determine whether the KCC2 downregulation observed in AD and ALS mouse 

models is also associated with a decrease in its function. 

We used a chloride sensor combined with fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) to 

monitor intracellular chloride in neurons. This sensor called SuperClomeleon is composed of a 

pair of fluorescent proteins linked together: Cerulean and YFP chloride sensitive. The lifetime of 

the donor (Cerulean) decreases when its energy is transferred (FRET) to an acceptor (YFP) and 

this transfer was shown to depend on local chloride concentrations. Thus, we virally transduced 

SuperClomeleon in the mPFC and hippocampus of the AD mice and the motor cortex of ALS 

mice. We then monitored the neuronal intracellular chloride in brain slices while increasing the 

extracellular KCl concentration to reverse KCC2 transporter function. 
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We found that, the rate of chloride transport in AD mice was diminished by ~20%. Similarly, a 

~25% decrease in the rate of chloride transport was also observed in ALS mice. Our findings 

confirm that KCC2 downregulation is associated with a decrease of chloride transport and that it 

plays an important role in the abnormal chloride homeostasis observed in AD and ALS mouse 

models. This suggests that KCC2 could be a promising pharmacological target to treat 

neurodegenerative diseases. 

 

Role of intracellular trafficking of AMPAR during  

Caroline Bonnet1, Valeria Pecoraro1, Justine Charpentier1, Daniel Choquet1, Françoise Coussen1 

1CNRS, UMR 5297 

Abundance of AMPA receptors (AMPAR) at synapse is essential for the establishment and 

maintenance of synaptic function. Their synaptic localization is dependent on a highly dynamic 

exocytosis, endocytosis and plasma membrane mobility events. 

Using our new biochemical tool combined with photonic live imaging, we controlled and followed 

the intracellular transport of tagged GluA1 containing receptors in cultured rat hippocampal 

neurons. Analyzes are performed for GluA1 WT and mutants of GluA1 C-terminus domain in 

basal condition and during LTP. In organotypic hippocampal slices we combine imaging and 

electrophysiology experiments to analyze the impact of intracellular transport of AMPAR on LTP. 

Localization of AMPAR is regulated by their intracellular trafficking thru interaction of their C-

terminus domains with different intracellular partners. These interactions play a major rule in the 

exocytosis and localization of the receptor at the plasma membrane both in basal condition of 

during cLTP. In hippocampal slice intracellular transport of AMPAR plays a major role during LTP. 

 

Quantitative blood flow estimation by optical speckle image velocimetry and 

axially-scanning line-scan confocal micros 
Euiheon Chung1, M. Mohsin Qureshi, K. Duy Mac, Young R. Kim, Hyuk-Sang Kwon 

1Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIST), South Korea 

Speckle-based methods are popular non-invasive, label-free full-field optical techniques for 

imaging blood flow maps at single vessel resolution with a high temporal resolution. However, 

conventional speckle approaches cannot provide an absolute velocity map with magnitude and 

direction. Here, we report an optical speckle image velocimetry (OSIV) technique for measuring 

the quantitative blood flow vector map by utilizing particle image velocimetry with speckle 

cross-correlations. We demonstrate that our OSIV instrument has a linearity range up to 7 mm/s, 

higher than conventional optical methods. We applied OSIV to image the blood flow in a mouse 

brain, and as a proof of concept, imaged real-time dynamic changes in the cortical blood flow field 

during the stroke process in vivo. In addition, we implemented an electrically tunable lens (ETL) 

in the line-scan confocal microscopy (LSCM), enabling the volumetric acquisition at the rate of 20 

frames per second with a maximum volume of interest of 315 × 315 × 80 µm^3. The axial extent 

of point-spread-function (PSF) was 17.6 ± 1.6 µm and 90.4 ± 2.1 µm with the ETL operating in 

either stationary or resonant mode, respectively, revealing significant depth axial penetration by 

the resonant mode ETL microscopy. We further demonstrated the utilities of the ETL system by 

volume imaging of both cleared mouse brain ex vivo samples and in vivo brains. Further, we 

adapted TAG Lens for achieving 200 pseudo-volumes per second. Such advances in rapid 

volumetric imaging would significantly enhance our understanding of various dynamic biological 

processes. 
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Developing a retrofocus-based Bessel beam module for two-photon microscopy 

Pierre Girard-Collins1, 2, Mireille Quémener1, 3, Alexandra Alain-Beaudoin1, 2, Daniel Côté1, 3, 

Simon Thibault1, Michèle Desjardins1, 2 

1Department of physics, engineering physics and optics, Université Laval, 2CHU de Québec - Université 

Laval Research Center, Oncology Division, 3CERVO Brain Research Center 

Bessel beams are particularly well suited for microscale multiphoton functional imaging due to 

their ability to increase the temporal volumetric resolution by projecting large 3D regions onto 

single 2D scans. Yet, they are difficult to implement in microscopes that are not specifically 

designed to accommodate Bessel beams owing to the necessity of having throughout their 

propagation coincident focal planes between adjacent lenses, of alternating focal ring and Bessel 

beam. The solution of having a separate Bessel beam module requires an optical system capable 

of carrying the focal ring over a long working distance up to the focal plane of the scan lens with 

minimal magnification. To this end, we present a long working distance retrofocus-based module 

coupled with a custom gradient-index axicon to generate an increasing intensity profile along the 

focal line, partially balancing tissue attenuation. We designed a retrofocus system 

accommodating a commercial two-photon microscope with an enclosed 25 mm aperture 

periscope over 1.3 m validated with CODE V simulations and show ongoing experimental 

developments. Our strategy proves to be an affordable and easily adaptable scheme to equip 

microscopes with a Bessel beam. 

 

Characterization of SuperClomeleon variants using FLIM and phasor plots 

Louis-Philippe Guinard1, 2, Annie Barbeau1, Lionel Froux1, Antoine G. Godin1, 3 

1CERVO Brain Research Center, 2Department of Biophotonics, Université Laval, 3Department of Psychiatry 

and Neuroscience, Université Laval 

Various neurologic disorders such as chronic pain or Alzheimer’s disease are known to be 

associated with abnormal imbalances in chloride homeostasis, hence the importance of 

developing better chloride indicators. SuperClomeleon is a fluorescent chloride indicator based 

on Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). In an effort to improve SuperClomeleon’s 

efficiency, genetic mutations were made to modify the linker between the donor fluorophore 

(Cerulean) and its acceptor (eYFP) to increase the dynamic range of chloride response. The 

hypothesis suggesting that a modified linker, such as that presented in an article by Murakoshi et 

al. (Nature Scientific Reports, 2017), could potentially improve FRET efficiency is investigated. 

FRET efficiency is measured and calculated using two methods, both imaged through two-photon 

microscopy; either via a ratio between the intensity of emitted light in the spectral area of the 

acceptor fluorescence over that of the donor fluorescence, or via Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging 

Microscopy (FLIM) to measure the lifetime of the donor fluorophore. In both cases, microscopy is 

performed on rat cortical neuronal primary cultures. Using intracellular chloride concentration 

calibration protocols, the dynamic range of the variants are explored using a combination of 

multiexponential fits and phasor plot analysis techniques. This characterization of a modified 

genetic chloride indicator aims to provide improved fluorescent tools to monitor chloride in vivo 

and allow complex assessment of ion homeostasis in brain disorders. 
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Sex differences in chloride homeostasis of c-fiber primary afferents in the spinal 

cord dorsal horn. 

Reza Hazrati1, Feng Wang1, Iason Keramidis1, Antoine Godin1, Yves De Koninck1 

1CERVO brain research center 

Introduction: Intracellular Cl- concentration ([Cl-]i) is high in primary sensory neurons due to the 

activity of the Na+-K+-Cl- cotransporter 1 (NKCC1), causing greater Cl- accumulation than typically 

seen in CNS neurons. Consequently, central terminals of primary afferents in the spinal dorsal 

horn experience depolarization upon activation of GABAA receptors (GABAAR). Thus, regulation 

of [Cl-]i in these terminals may significantly affect transmitter release. Determining the exact [Cl-]i 

in C-fiber terminals is pivotal to understand sensory processing. 

Methods: To image [Cl-]i we used the genetically-encoded ratiometric Cl- sensor, superclomeleon, 

which was virally transduced selectively in C-fibers in NaV1.8-cre male and female mice. We did 

2-photon microscopy in acute spinal cord slices and on the acutely delaminated spinal cord in 

anesthetized 2, 4, and 6 months old SNS-Cre mice. The GABAAR agonist and antagonist 

muscimol and bicuculline, as well as the NKCC1 antagonist bumetanide, were used to modulate 

[Cl-]i in afferent terminals in the dorsal horn. NKCC1 protein and mRNA levels in the dorsal root 

ganglia were evaluated with western blot and RNAScope. 

Results: We found that [Cl-]i in C-fibers was significantly higher in different age males than 

females. Bumetanide significantly decreased [Cl-]i in males but not in females indicating a more 

important contribution of NKCC1 in maintaining higher [Cl-]i in males. Bicuculline increased 

significantly [Cl-]i in C-fibers in females but not in males. NKCC1 protein and mRNA were also 

significantly lower in females than males, consistent with the functional data. 

Conclusion: Presynaptic inhibition appears to be under distinct control by GABAergic inhibition 

and NKCC1 function between sexes, which should be taken into consideration in future studies. 

 

Neurotoxicity of methylmercury studied in vivo through the lens of embryo-larval 

zebrafish. 

Marc Lebordais1, Mado Lemieux1, Etienne Bissonnette1, Pierre Ayotte2, 3, Paul De Koninck1, 4 

1Centre de recherche CERVO, Institut Universitaire en Santé Mentale de Québec, 2601 de la Canardière, 

Québec, QC, Canada, 2Centre de Toxicologie du Québec, Institut National de Santé Publique du Québec, 

945 rue Wolfe, Québec, QC, Canada, 3Département de médecine sociale et préventive, 1050 avenue de 

la Médecine, Université Laval, Québec, QC, Canada, 4Département de biochimie, microbiologie et bio-

informatique, 1045 avenue de la Médecine, Université Laval, Québec, QC, Canada  

Methylmercury (MeHg) is a neurotoxin that biomagnifies along aquatic food chains and is 

efficiently absorbed following ingestion. Human populations that rely on the consumption of 

predator fish and marine mammals are thus highly exposed to MeHg. This neurotoxic agent can 

cross both intestinal and blood-brain barriers, as well as the placenta, and affect brain 

development. Early developmental stages are particularly vulnerable to MeHg toxicity that can 

cause a posteriori multi-scale effects, including cognitive impairments. 

To investigate the impact of MeHg neurotoxicity during development, we exposed embryo-larval 

zebrafish (Danio rerio) to waterborne MeHg solutions. Zebrafish (ZF) embryo-larvae are small, 

transparent and easy to immobilize, enabling for non-invasive in vivo microscopy. We first 

examined the impact of MeHg on apoptosis, using an acridine orange-based assay or anti-active 

caspase 3 staining in two different transgenic lines: 1) Tg(vGLUT2a:RFP) which express a red 

fluorophore in glutamatergic neurons and 2) Tg(elval3:H2B-GCaMP6s) which express a pan-
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neuronal Ca2+ indicator. With 3D confocal microscopy, we are quantifying apoptotic fluorescent 

signals and applying semi-automated segmentation in specific anatomical brain region using 

volumetric ANTs registrations with a reference zebrafish brain atlas. Preliminary results suggest 

that MeHg induces an increase of neuronal apoptosis in the optic tectum. We next aim to monitor 

spontaneous or light-stimulated whole brain neuronal activity with 2-photon microscopy in MeHg-

exposed larvae to assess the impact on circuit function. We will also correlate these 

measurements with locomotion video recordings (Zebrabox, Viewpoint). 

These experiments aim to evaluate the brain targets of MeHg neurotoxicity and establish an 

experimental system for dietary approaches that could alleviate such MeHg toxicity. 

 

In-vivo microscopy to measure neuronal activity and blood oxygenation in AAV-

injected mice 

Michèle Desjardins1, Anaïs Parrot1 

1Université Laval 

CONTEXT. The relation between neuronal activity and blood vessels oxygenation is implicated 

in some cerebral diseases, but functional imaging techniques rely on oxygenation variations to 

infer brain activity, therefore limiting their application. The purpose of this study is to develop a 

protocol to optically measure neuronal activity and blood oxygenation in-vivo simultaneously to 

improve our understanding of neurovascular coupling. METHODS. Mice are equipped with a 

circular transcranial window of 3 mm placed over the somatosensory cortex barrel field. They are 

injected at different ages and different injection sites with the AAV-hSYN-GCaMP6s-

AAV2/PHP.eB associated adenovirus (AAV) specific to excitatory and inhibitory neurons. 

Neuronal activity is measured through the transcranial window with a two-photon microscope, 

whereas blood oxygenation is measured in awake mice with a wide-field microscope emitting in 

the green and red wavelengths. A blue LED and a filter allow to detect green emitting fluorescence 

as tested with a fantom densely concentrated in 15 um microbeads. Therefore, the wide-field 

microscope is suitable to measure the neuronal activity and the blood oxygenation in-vivo 

simultaneously if the expression of the AAV is sufficiently dense within the first 200 um of depth. 

The expression density was verified in-vivo with the two-photon microscope and post-mortem by 

imaging coronal histological slices. RESULTS. In this study, it was found that the expression 

density of AAV-hSYN-GCaMP6s-AAV2/PHP.eB is greater if the mice are injected at 5 weeks of 

age than at 4-5 months of age. The site of injection also has an influence on the expression 

density as the injection in the retro-orbital sinus lead to higher expression than the injection in the 

caudal vein. Future work will study neuro-vascular coupling in these mice by simultaneous 

measurements. Once well established, this protocol will be extended to larger 8 mm transcranial 

windows giving access to a wider region of the cortex. 

 

CARS and two-photon microscopy for understanding the effect of early-life 

adversity on the astrocyte-neuron interaction 

Valérie Pineau Noël1, Sébastien Jerczynski1, Antoine Rousseau1, Kelly Perlman2, Mireille 

Quémener1, Alicja Gasecka3, Naguib Mechawan2, 4, Daniel Côté1, 5 

1Laval University, 2Douglas Mental Health University Institute, 3Bliq Photonics, 4McGill University, 5Centre 

d'optique, photonique et laser de l'Université Laval 

Early life adversity (ELA) seems to trigger measurable and significant brain changes that cause 

individuals to be more vulnerable to develop mental disorders throughout their lives. Indeed, a 

study in 2017 showed that depressed individuals that suffered from child abuse have smaller 
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axons and myelin thickness in the cortex compared the ones of depressed and healthy subjects. 

Anorexia nervosa (AN) is also a neurological disorder present early in life, but it is not clear why 

women are more prone to develop it than men. It was suggested that astrocytes are involved in 

AN when comparing the astrocytic density and quantity between AN and healthy rodents. Apart 

from that, molecular and cellular evidences for understanding AN are present in a little amount. 

My project's goals focus on studying astrocytic-neuronal interactions as a tripartite system to 

provide a new avenue to better comprehend the brain network, the importance of its perfect 

synchronicity and its intercellular connections, in addition to further confirm their role in ELA. First, 

the astrocytic and neuronal responses in vivo to different stimuli in healthy and unhealthy 

conditions should be characterized. Then, the reason why the intracellular interactions are 

affected (or not) should be determined. Therefore, the project aims to measure simultaneously 

the astrocytic and neuronal activity as well as the amount of secreted neurotransmitters and the 

myelin thickness, which can both modulate the strength and speed of the intercellular 

communication. To do so, a multimodal multiphoton CARS microscope will be designed in this 

project to (1) image the astrocytic and neuronal activity in vivo, (2) measure the neurotransmitter 

concentration in vivo and (3) measure the myelin thickness. The myelin thickness can also be 

evaluated with CARS. This project gives the opportunity to assess the importance of astrocytic-

neuronal interactions from multiple approaches in the context of ELA. 

 

Focus-tunable microscope for imaging small neuronal processes in freely moving 

animals 

Loïc Tabourin1, 2, Arutyun Bagramyan1, 2, Ali Rastqar2, Narges Karimi2, Frédéric Bretzner2, Tigran 

Galstian1 

1Center for Optics, Photonics and Lasers (COPL), Faculty of Science and Engineering, Department of 

Physics, Engineering Physics and Optics, Université Laval, 2Centre de Recherche du CHU de Québec-

Université Laval, CHUL-Neurosciences, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry and Neurosciences, 

Université Laval 

Introduction: Miniature 1-photon microscopes are widely used for the imaging of the brain of 

freely behaving animals. However, these systems are usually limited to a cellular resolution and 

a fixed focal plane imaging. We developed a compact and a lightweight 1-photon device with an 

integrated electrical tunable liquid crystal lens to enable a motionless depth scan of subcellular 

structures. Our device has high acquisition rate (50 fps), high magnification (8.7 x), low 

aberrations, and 1.4 µm resolution. 

Objective: We propose to test this new endoscope for imaging calcium activity in fine cortical 

neuronal processes. 

Methods: GCaMP6s was conditionally expressed in the motor cortex of adult VGluT2-IRES-Cre 

mice. A gradient index (GRIN) lens was then implanted chronically above this region. After 

recovery, movements of the animal and calcium activity of the cortex were recorded during 

different motor tasks in freely behaving mice.   

Results: Using our device, calcium dynamics of various neuronal structures were correlated 

according to the behavior (walking and grooming). The tunable liquid crystal lens allowed us to 

reveal fine neuronal features, such as dendritic processes and spines. 

Conclusion: This new device allowed us to image calcium activity cortical neurons and fine 

processes in freely moving animals. 
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Impact of the gut microbiota on microglia phagocytic activity in developing 

zebrafish 

Odessa Tanvé1, Gabriel Byatt1, Mado Lemieux1, Marie-Eve Paquet1, Sylvain Moineau2, 3, Paul De 

Koninck1, 2 

1CERVO Brain Research Center, Québec, QC, Canada, 2Université Laval, Département de Biochimie, 

microbiologie et bio-informatique, Québec, QC, Canada, 3Centre de référence Félix d'Hérelle pour les virus 

bactériens, Québec, QC, Canada 

The gut microbiota is composed of thousands of different bacteria interacting with each other by 

the means of molecules released in the lumen of the intestine. The nature and amounts of these 

metabolites depend on the bacterial populations colonizing the intestine and the different 

conditions of the gut (available nutriments, oxygen, etc). Several studies indicate that metabolites 

coming from the gut can reach the brain and impact its development and function.  

We aim to learn more on the cellular and molecular mechanisms that regulate this gut-brain axis. 

To this end, we are studying the impact of the gut microbiota on the activity of microglia, cells 

involved in brain development, function and homeostasis. Through their phagocytic activity, 

during brain development, microglia eliminate debris and dying cells as well as prune synapses 

thereby controlling the formation of neuronal networks.  

We established a zebrafish model to follow the phagocytic activity of microglia with two-photon 

microscopy: a cross between two transgenic lines reporting either glutamatergic neurons in red 

(DsRed) or microglia in green (GFP). Phagocytic function is detected by the inclusion of DsRed 

from the neurons inside the microglia, as phagosome-like structures. Larvae from 3-16dpf (day 

post-fertilization), conventionally raised or axenic, exposed to different concentrations of complex 

sugars, are imaged live to monitor the dynamic phagocytic activity.  

We find that the phagocytic activity of microglia changes significantly over the period 3-10dpf. Our 

preliminary results suggest that while the phagocytosis by microglia drops at 10dpf in control 

larvae, it persists in axenic larvae. We find that this change in microglial activity is modulated by 

the metabolism of complex sugars by the gut microbiota.  

We aim to identify the metabolites controlling this microglial activity and to determine how they 

affect the establishment of functional neural circuits. 

 

Thermal and mechanical modalities converge in the noxious range 

Feng Wang1, Samuel Ferland1, Sylvain Côté1, Louis-Étienne Lorenzo1, Erik Bélanger1, 2, Antoine 

Godin1, Daniel Côté2, Yves De Koninck2 

1CERVO Brain Research Centre, Québec Mental Health Institute, 2CERVO Brain Research Centre, Québec 

Mental Health Institute; The Center for Optics, Photonics and Lasers (COPL), University Laval 

There are a few competing theories about how pain sensation arises from noxious stimuli, and 

labelled line theory has received most support from behavioral approaches. Labelled line theory 

holds that distinct types of sensory neurons and neural circuits mediate different types of pain 

sensation. In mice, TRPV1+ sensory afferents were suggested as a specific pathway for noxious 

heat, but not noxious mechanical sensation. However, their physiological sensitivity remains 

largely unknown. Here, we applied in-vivo Ca2+ imaging from TRPV1+ neurons by using a home-

made video-rate two-photon microscope system. We found that most TRPV1+ neurons responded 

to heating, but not cooling stimuli. Although TRPV1+ neurons did not respond to innocuous brush 

stimulation, surprisingly, around half of them were sensitive to noxious mechanical stimulation. 

On the other hand, Mrgprd+ neurons, a subpopulation of nociceptors different from TRPV1+ 
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neurons, were also sensitive to both noxious mechanical and thermal stimuli. Selectively inhibiting 

TRPV1+ neurons by using pharmacology or Mrgprd+ neurons with chemogenetics can inhibit both 

thermal and mechanical nociception, respectively. Thus, our data proved that around half of 

TRPV1+ neurons and Mrgprd+ neurons are polymodal nociceptors and involved in both thermal 

and mechanical nociception, indicating that thermal and mechanical modalities converge in the 

noxious range. 

 

Optogenetics and Photomanipulation 

Probing intrinsic properties of neurons in vivo with an all-glass micro-optrode 

Johanna Alonso1, Ipek Yalcin2, Yves De Koninck1 

1Laval University, 2Université de Strasbourg 

In vivo extracellular electrophysiology provides high temporal resolution but limited to no 

information on the cell types recorded. Optogenetics offers cell specificity by combining optic and 

genetic engineering to manipulate the activity of identified cell in real time from intact tissue. Many 

types of so-called optrodes (combining both an electrode and a light guide) exist with various 

sizes, geometries, optical paths and electrode configurations. Most of these do not allow recording 

and light injection performed concomitantly because of photoelectric artefacts at the light-metal 

interface: with these, it is not possible to study the extracellular firing responses of the cells during 

the light stimulus, which is crucial to study intrinsic electrical properties of the excited cells. 

Here we used a micro-optrode, we previously developed, to study plastic change in inhibition in 

the rodent cortex in control and pathological conditions. The micro-optrode consists in a dual-core 

glass pipette with: an optical core to locally inject light and collect fluorescence; and a hollow core, 

filled with an electrolyte, for extracellular single unit electrophysiological recording. Advantages of 

the design include: its size (<10um) to limit tissue damage; its all-glass composition, avoiding all 

photoelectric artefacts; the ability to adapt/craft optrodes with very different sizes and shapes to 

target different cell populations. 

We applied the approach to study the functional properties of GABAergic inhibition in the anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC). An AAV-mDlx-ChR2-mCherry virus was used to target GABAergic cells 

and record, in the ACC, their direct responses to light stimulation at increasing frequency as well 

as evoked inhibition of non-ChR2 containing neurons, i.e. presumed glutamatergic. Peri-stimulus 

histograms were constructed to identify pre- and postsynaptic deficits in inhibition. Our results 

demonstrate the performance of the micro-optrode and its superiority over mixed material designs 

that preclude direct analysis of intrinsic neuronal properties in vivo. 

 

Ultrafast Light Targeting for High-Throughput Precise Control of Neuronal 

Networks  

Giulia Faini1, Dimitrii Tanese1, Clément Molinier1, Cécile Telliez1, Massilia Hamdani1, François 

Blot1, Christophe Tourain1, Filippo Del Bene1, Benoît C. Forget1, Emiliano Ronzitti1, Valentina 

Emiliani1 

1Sorbonne Université, INSERM, CNRS, Institut de la Vision 

Understanding how specific sets of neurons fire and wire together during cognitive-relevant 

activity is one of the most pressing questions in neuroscience. Two-photon, single-cell resolution 

optogenetics based on holographic light-targeting approaches enables generation of precise 

spatiotemporal activity patterns and has enabled a broad range of experimental configurations 

including high throughput connectivity mapping, probing how many neurons are sufficient for 
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perception and investigation of functional connectivity. Yet, intrinsic constrains of the technology 

for holographic light patterning limit today the resolution for tuning the relative spiking time of 

distinct cells or cell ensemble to a few millisecond and the achievable number of targets to 100-

200, depending on the working depth. To overcome these limitations and expand the capabilities 

of single-cell optogenetics, we introduce an ultra-fast sequential light targeting (FLiT) optical 

configuration based on the rapid displacement of switching temporally focused beams between 

holograms at kHz rates. We used FLiT to demonstrate two new illumination protocols, termed 

hybrid- and cyclic-illumination and achieve sub-millisecond control of sequential neuronal 

activation and high throughput multicell illumination while minimizing modeled light-induced 

thermal rises, respectively. These approaches will be important for experiments that require rapid 

and precise cell stimulation with defined spatio-temporal activity patterns and optical control of 

large neuronal ensembles. 

 

Contribution and plasticity of glutamatergic neurons of the gigantocellular reticular 

nucleus to locomotor recovery after spinal cord injury 

Narges Karimi1, Maxime Lemieux1, Frédéric Bretzner 1 

1Centre de recherche du CHU de Québec, Université Laval, Québec, Canada   

Although anatomical studies have shown plasticity of the reticulospinal axons of the 

gigantocellular reticular nucleus (Gi) after spinal cord injury (SCI), little is known about the 

functional contribution of the Gi to locomotor recovery. Using kinematic and electromyographic 

measurements in VGluT2-cre mice, we investigated changes in the motor efficacy of 

glutamatergic neurons of the Gi in relation to locomotor recovery following a lateral thoracic 

hemisection. Before SCI, short photostimulation delivered in the Gi evoked excitatory motor 

responses in the flexor muscle of the ipsilesional hindlimb. Although these motor responses 

decreased in more than half of mice 1 week after SCI, they recovered or increased 7 weeks after 

SCI. Interestingly, these changes in motor responses correlated with changes in locomotor 

performance. Furthermore, long trains of photostimulations delivered in the Gi reduced the 

variability in the stepping ability and improved the position of the ankle prior to the swing phase. 

Finally, conditioning photostimulations of the Gi also improved voluntary locomotion 7 weeks after 

SCI. In summary, our findings show that glutamatergic neurons of the Gi contribute to locomotor 

recovery after SCI and can improve motor functions in chronic SCI. 

Funding: Wings for Life Foundation and Craig H. Neilsen Foundation 

 

Functional contribution of midbrain nuclei to locomotor recovery after spinal cord 

injury 

Marie Roussel1, Maxime Lemieux1, Frédéric Bretzner1 

1Centre de recherche du CHU de Québec-CHUL  

Electrical stimulation of the midbrain has been shown to improve locomotor recovery after spinal 

cord injury (SCI). Are part of this functional region: the cuneiform nucleus (CnF) and the 

pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN). We have recently shown that activation of glutamatergic CnF 

neurons initiates and accelerates locomotion, whereas glutamatergic and cholinergic PPN 

neurons decelerate and stop locomotion in the mouse. We hypothesized that these distinct 

neuronal populations contribute differently to locomotor recovery after SCI. Transgenic VGluT2-

cre mice were injected with AAV to genetically ablate or photostimulate glutamatergic CnF or PPN 

neurons. Although mice dragged initially their ipsilesional hindlimb, they recovered locomotor 

functions by the 3rd week post-SCI. 7 weeks post-SCI, genetic ablation of VGluT2+CnF neurons 
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deteriorated motor functions during walking and swimming, whereas ablation of VGlut2+PPN 

neurons mildly impaired swimming. Short photostimulations of VGluT2+CnF or PPN neurons 

evoked phase-dependent electromyographic (EMGs) responses in hindlimb muscles during 

locomotion. Responses decreased at week 1 post-SCI but recovered by week 4 with locomotor 

recovery. Furthermore, long trains of photostimulations of VGlut2+CnF neurons improved and 

accelerated the locomotor pattern and rhythm, whereas VGlut2+PPN neurons failed to improve 

locomotor functions. Although the PPN has been considered as a target in clinical settings, our 

study argues that glutamatergic neurons of the CnF will be a better neurological target to improve 

functional locomotor recovery in SCI patients. 

 

Super-resolution microscopy 

Imaging neuronal architecture using STORM microscopy and new 

Photoswitchable Fluorescent Probes for Live SMLM Imaging 

Victor BRETON1, Lazare Saladin2, Pascal Didier2, Mayeul Collot2, Lydia DANGLOT1 

1Institute of Psychiatry and Neuroscience of Paris, INSERM U1266, Membrane Traffic in Healthy & 

Diseased Brain, Université Paris Cité, 75014, Paris, France, 2Laboratoire de Bioimagerie et Pathologies, 

UMR 7021, CNRS/Université de Strasbourg, 74 route du Rhin, 67401 Illkirch-Graffenstaden, France 

Elucidating molecular organization in Neuroscience requires to precisely localize single or 

aggregated molecules and to analyze quantitatively their spatial distributions. We previously 

developed a statistical method SODA (Statistical Object Distance Analysis) that uses either micro- 

or nanoscopy to significantly improve standard co-localization techniques (Nature Comm 2018). 

Our method considers cellular geometry and densities of molecules to provide statistical maps of 

isolated and associated (coupled) molecules. To reconstitute molecular maps within cellular 

shape, in collaboration with the group of M. Collot, we developed membrane probes call the 

MemBright family which are six fluorescent probes compatible with long-term live-cell imaging 

both in cultures cells and tissue without any use of transfection or transgenic animals. MemBright 

can be used in 3D multicolor dSTORM in combination with immunostaining to labels receptors 

clustered at cell surface at single molecule level. More recently, we introduced a new mechanism 

called Directed Photooxidation Induced Conversion (DPIC, see Figure) enabling the rational 

design of photomodulable fluorescent probes. Live SMLM imaging is a challenging task as it 

requires fluorescent probes able to spontaneously blink upon irradiation. Although 

photomodulable fluorescent proteins proved their efficiency, there is still a high demand for small 

photomodulable fluorescent probes due to their versatility and ease of use. This new mechanism 

was applied to develop bright photoconverters that were further targeted to cell compartments 

including plasma membrane, mitochondria and lipid droplets for photoconversion applications. 

Interestingly, these probes were also used as photoswitchers and allowed to perform live super-

resolution using Single Molecule Localization Microscopy in neurons, suggesting that this 

mechanism could be reversible. 

 

Molecular mechanisms of dendritic membrane periodical skeleton remodeling and 

their roles in membrane dynamics   

Julia Chabbert1, Anthony Bilodeau1, Flavie Lavoie-Cardinal1, Paul De Koninck1 

1CERVO Brain Research Center, 2601 de la Canardière, Québec, QC G1J 2G3, Canada. 

Actin is a protein ubiquitously presents in all cell types, ensuring several roles necessary to cell 

development, migration, and architecture, among others. Recent observations with super-

resolution microscopy techniques revealed a periodical structure of filamentous actin (F-actin) 
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rings, interspaced by β-spectrin filaments of 190nm length, under the membrane of axons and 

dendrites. Previous studies indicate that the dendritic Membrane Periodical Structure (MPS) is 

less stable than the axonal one, actin rings being replaced by actin longitudinal fibers following a 

strong calcium influx.  We aim to uncover the molecular mechanisms of this MPS remodeling and 

hypothesize that β-Ca2+/Calmodulin-dependent kinase II (βCaMKII), a major Ca2+-sensitive 

protein activated during synaptic plasticity, is involved. Moreover, we intend to investigate the role 

of dendritic MPS remodeling in receptor dynamics, particularly for α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-

4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR) and N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR), key 

element of excitatory neuronal transmission. We hypothesize that actin rings destabilization 

promotes their lateral diffusion from the extra-synaptic site to the post-synaptic density by 

removing the MPS physical barrier. Using super-resolution microscopy techniques combined with 

single molecule imaging and deep-learning analysis, we will investigate these hypotheses and 

identify underlying molecular mechanisms of MPS remodeling and its role in neuronal plasticity. 

 

Characterizing mitochondrial dysfunction in human models of Parkinson’s Disease 

with super-resolution microscopy 

Owen Ferguson1, 2, Julia Obergasteiger1, 2, Kamylle Thériault1, William Leclerc1, 3, Martin 

Lévesque1, 2, Flavie Lavoie-Cardinal1, 2, 3 

1Centre de recherche CERVO brain research center, 2Université Laval - Psychiatry and Neuroscience, 
3Institut intelligence et données 

Mitochondria are dynamic and sensitive organelles responsible for providing the majority of the 

brain’s energy, and their dysfunction has been implicated in Parkinson’s Disease (PD)—one of 

the most common neurodegenerative diseases. We used optical microscopy to characterize 

mitochondrial dysfunction and morphology in human in vitro models of PD. These human models 

of PD were created by differentiating PD patient-derived induced pluripotent stem cells into 

dopaminergic neurons. Additionally, we cultured genetically corrected cells from the same patient 

alongside the PD-associated cells into dopaminergic neurons, thus creating an isogenic control 

that we used as a baseline for all experiments. To assess mitochondrial health in PD, we used 

fluorescent functional reporters to reveal mitochondrial membrane potential and reactive oxygen 

species levels. Furthermore, we used super-resolution STimulated Emission Depletion (STED) 

microscopy to characterize nanoscopic mitochondrial morphology in the context of PD and 

establish a link between mitochondrial dysfunction and aberrant morphology. We established an 

automated semantic segmentation analysis pipeline to identify and characterize the morphology 

of every mitochondrion. Preliminary results in PD-associated neurons show deficits in 

mitochondrial health through depolarized membrane potentials and increased reactive oxygen 

species levels alongside increased mitochondrial fragmentation when compared to isogenic 

controls. When compared to the isogenic controls, the mitochondria in the PD-associated 

dopaminergic neurons are smaller in terms of both area and volume, are more circular, have a 

smaller aspect ratio, and have a higher population density. Once we establish the link between 

mitochondrial dysfunction and aberrant mitochondrial morphology, we aim to apply a similar 

methodology and use STED microscopy to visualize the mitochondria in PD-associated human 

neurons that have received neuroprotective treatments. With these methods in place for sample 

labelling, image acquisition, and image segmentation and analysis, we will be able to quickly 

quantify the efficacy of novel neuroprotective treatments.  
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Fluorescence Lifetime analysis in STED nanoscopy  

Antoine Severin Ollier1, 2, Marie Lafontaine1,  Andréanne Deschênes1, Albert Michaud-Gagnon1, 

2, Christian Gagné2, 3, Flavie Lavoie-Cardinal1, 2, 4 

1CERVO Brain Research Center, 2Institut intelligence et données (IID), 3Département de génie electrique 

et de génie informatique, Université Laval, 4Département de psychiatrie et de neurosciences, Université 

Laval 

To study the interactions between neuronal proteins with fluorescence microscopy, simultaneous 

observation of multiple biological markers is often required. The discrimination between diverse 

fluorescent molecules is challenging with conventional super-resolution microscopy (optical 

nanoscopy) systems. To overcome this problem, we explored how  Fluorescence-lifetime imaging 

microscopy (FLIM) can be integrated into our existing STED microscope. We integrated a time 

discriminator to the fluorescence detection unit of our STED microscope to perform FLIM imaging. 

We also developed and implemented time-resolved analysis methods of STED nanoscopy 

images.  In STED nanoscopy, the volume of emission is restricted by the depletion beam which 

reduces the number of emitted photons. We quantified the precision of conventional lifetime 

analysis algorithms with different amounts of photons in simulated data and found that some 

methods do not perform as reliably in low-photon contexts. A phasor approach with linear 

combination properties was implemented to simplify species discrimination of fluorescent dyes 

with similar lifetimes. This was especially useful in the context of STED nanoscopy considering 

the limited number of suitable fluorophores and the lifetime reduction induced by the depletion 

laser. We first evaluated the performance of the analysis on calibration samples (e.g.beads and 

fluorescent E coli bacteria). We labeled synaptic proteins and cytoskeletal proteins in cultured 

hippocampal neurons with fluorophores of similar spectra but different lifetimes. We applied the 

calibrated analysis methods on images of these samples to separate the fluorescent signal using 

the lifetime data. We also implemented SPLIT-STED[1] to improve the spatial resolution by 

filtering photons emitted at the border of the STED depletion beam in phasor space. Finally, to 

overcome the challenge of limited photon counts,  a convolutional neural network was 

implemented. These strategies will be further developed for the analysis of multimodal microscopy 

data, including hyperspectral STED nanoscopy. 

 

Super-resolution microscopy of cofilin to study its role in F-actin activity-

dependent remodeling 

Alexy Pelletier-Rioux1, Valérie Clavet-Fournier1, Anthony Bilodeau1, Frédéric Beaupré1, Renaud 

Bernatchez1, Paul De Koninck1, Flavie Lavoie-Cardinal1 

1CERVO Brain Research Centre 

Actin, spectrin, and other associated molecules form a membrane-associated periodic skeleton 

(MPS) of actin rings intercalated with spectrin filaments in neurons. The periodicity of the MPS is 

around 180 nm, which requires super-resolution optical microscopy for its observation. Recently, 

activity-dependent remodeling of the MPS was observed in dendrites but not in axons of cultured 

neurons [1]. Actin-binding proteins, notably cofilin, a protein known to depolymerize F-actin, play 

an important role in the disassembly of F-actin filaments. We characterized the organization and 

co-localization of cofilin and F-actin in hippocampal neurons using super-resolution STED 

microscopy.  

Primary hippocampal neuronal cultures were stimulated before fixation to modulate the neuronal 

activity level.The neurons were then labeled by immunostaining to simultaneously observe axons, 

dendrites, F-actin, and cofilin with STED microscopy. The images were analyzed using deep 

learning-based semantic segmentation approaches to characterize the F-actin structures in the 

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2019/nr/c8nr07485b
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stimulated neurons. We quantified the colocalization of cofilin with F-actin rings and fibers as well 

as the nanoscopic structures of both proteins in dendrites and axons. We measured a reduction 

of the MPS pattern in cofilin-rich axonal regions at low neuronal activity, which was not observed 

in dendrites. In dendritic segments the correlation between cofilin and F-actin was increased in 

regions where F-actin rings were detected in comparison to regions containing mostly longitudinal 

fibers. 

These preliminary results provide insights on the role of cofilin during actin remodeling and 

suggest that cofilin could be involved in the preservation of the actin rings which will be further 

studied using co-labeling with other proteins of the MPS.  

[1] Lavoie-Cardinal et al 2020. Scientific Reports  
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A fully automatic reconstruction procedure for time-resolved polychromatic digital 

holography microscopy (PDHM) 

Mohamed Haouat1, Céline Larivière-Loiselle1, Maxime Moreaud2, Marie-Ève Crochetière1, Erik 

Bélanger1, Pierre Marquet1 

1Centre de recherche CERVO, Université Laval, 2601 Chemin de la Canardière, Québec, QC, G1J 2G3, 

Canada, 2IFP Energies nouvelles, Rond-point de l’échangeur de Solaize, BP 3, 69360 Solaize, France 

Polychromatic digital holographic microscopy (P-DHM), developed in our laboratory, has proven 

its ability to provide quasi-coherent noise-free quantitative-phase images (QPI), allowing a high-

quality label-free visualization of fine cellular structures. This technique uses a wavelength-

tunable supercontinuum white-light laser as a light source to generate stacks of holograms with 

different wavelengths, from which the averaging of the reconstructed images leads to optical path 

different (OPD) images almost free of any coherence noise while preserving their high sensitivity. 

The use of a wavelength-tunable laser as a light source provides us the flexibility to perform an 

automated high-speed hologram recording, a prerequisite to develop a time-lapse P-DHM for live-

cell imaging. However, both the defocusing generated by the experimental disturbances and the 

different aberration including chromatic ones, stemming from the presence of optical components 

on the object arm (mainly the microscope objective, MO), generates a significant blur in the P-

DHM images. However, the possibility to numerically propagate the field diffracted by the 

observed specimen from the digitally recorded holograms gives us the possibility to correct a 

posteriori these drawbacks. Specifically, in this work we present an innovative fully automatic two-

step methodology to correct both 1) a wide variety of aberrations, which introduce distortion in the 

images, as well as 2) the blur introduced by chromatic aberrations and experimental instabilities. 

Hence, this methodology, which also offers the possibility of performing fast holograms 

reconstruction, has led to the development of time-lapse P-DHM capable of generating accurate 

and highly-sensitive (10 nm) quantitative-phase images, which allow a label-free dynamic view of 

fine cellular processes including the dendritic motility. 

 

The lateral habenula signals aversive-predicting cues to the dopamine center 

Marina Ihidoype1, Cléo Derwel1, Ekaterina Martianova1, Chritophe Proulx1 

1CERVO Brain Research Center 

Learning to adapt behavioral responses to threatening or unpleasant events is essential to 

maximize survival. The lateral habenula (LHb) is a small nucleus of the epithalamus receiving 

neural inputs from the basal ganglia and limbic system, and in turn sends neural projections to 
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the dopaminergic ventral tegmental area (VTA). It is then ideally positioned to integrate affective 

signals into the selection of action. In this project, we test the hypothesis that VTA-projecting LHb 

neurons encode aversive signals involved in associative learning to promote escape behavior. 

Specifically, we use an intersectional viral approach to direct expression of the genetically 

encoded calcium sensor GCaMP6s specifically in VTA-projecting LHb neurons to monitor their 

activity using fiber photometry calcium imaging in freely moving mice during an active avoidance 

task. In this protocol, mice learn to associate a neutral stimulus (tone) with an upcoming mild foot 

shock, which is required to engage either escape or avoidance responses. We have observed 

that neuronal activity of VTA-projecting LHb neurons increases when mice are presented with an 

aversive airpuff or mild foot shocks, confirming their role in encoding aversive signals. Moreover, 

we found that an auditory cue (tone) paired with a foot shock progressively causes cue-driven 

activity in VTA-projecting LHb neurons during avoidance learning, which is not observed when 

tone is not contingent to foot shock (unpaired). Taken together, these findings suggest that VTA-

projecting LHb neurons encode aversive signals and cues predicting them, and that they may be 

involved in the associative learning to promote defensive escape behaviors. 

 

Optical segmentation for compressed readout on submillisecond neuronal circuit 

dynamics 

Seonghoon Kim1, Jiamin Wu2, Iksung Kang3, Gwanho Ko1, He Tian4, Lilin Fan5, Yixin Li2, Qionghai 

Dai2, Adam Cohen4, Myunghwan Choi1 

1Seoul National University, 2Tsinghua University, 3Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 4Harvard 

University, 5Stanford University 

Functional imaging of biological dynamics is generally achieved by acquiring time-series images, 

followed by quantifying spatially averaged photon flux for each region of interest (ROI). For 

capturing submillisecond-scale neuronal dynamics, acquisition speed is accelerated to kilohertz 

attainable if spatial information is sacrificed via pixel binning and subarray readout. However, this 

time-space trade-off increases spatial crosstalk among adjacent objects and sacrifices field-of-

view, limiting the depth of information on living neural circuits. Here we propose a novel detection 

scheme which effectively uncouples the time-space trade-off by optically dissecting ROIs before 

the detector readout. To implement that, we introduce a pair of spatial light modulators with blazed 

grating patterns at the conjugated image plane along the detection path, which segment the 

sample image into multiple subimages by generating angular shifts on each ROI in different 

directions. For high-speed acquisition, the segmented subimages can be compressed to a single 

pixel at the detector readout without introducing spatial crosstalk. Harnessing the compressed 

detection, we recorded subcellular-level voltage dynamics on densely connected neuronal circuits 

at an acquisition speed of over 5 kHz in an EMCCD camera. We further integrated patterned 

optogenetic stimulation to demonstrate all-optical electrophysiology for investigating subcellular-

level causal communications in neuronal circuits. 

 

Integrated MRI Coils and Restraints for Simultaneous fMRI and Fibre Photometry 

in Awake Mice 

Sam Laxer1, 2, Amr Eed1, Miranda Bellyou1, Peter Zeman1, Kyle Gilbert1, 2, Ravi S Menon1, 2 

1Centre for Functional and Metabolic Mapping, Robarts Research Institute, Western University, London, 

Ontario, Canada, 2Department of Medical Biophysics, Western University, London, Ontario, Canada 

Currently, there is no single technique capable of measuring global brain activity and micro-scale 

activity simultaneously. To overcome this limitation, multi-modal rodent studies are being 
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implemented. The combination of fibre photometry (FP) and functional Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (fMRI), namely FP-fMRI, provides an elegant solution allowing researchers to elucidate 

whole-brain activity by investigating the causal cellular and molecular mechanisms. To optimize 

the usefulness of these studies, rodents must be in an awake state to increase the strength and 

robustness of the recorded signals. 

To perform experiments on awake animals, restraint devices must be used to keep the mice still 

while scanning. These devices must be small, comfortable for the animal, and compatible with 

MRI coils and FP. Here, we present two kinds of integrated coils and restraint devices that can 

both be used for awake-mouse FP-fMRI recording. One is a more conventional design consisting 

of a single-loop coil and a headpost for restraint (namely single-loop coil). The other consists of a 

4-channel coil and a less invasive cast-like design (namely body-cast coil). 

Mean image SNR within the brain was better in the single-loop coil with a value of 119 compared 

to 97 in the body-cast coil. However, mean tSNR values within the brain were more comparable 

between the two coils with values of 11 and 12 for the single-loop and body-cast coils, 

respectively. The body-cast coil had less than 80 um of displacement in each of the x, y, and z 

directions, and the single-loop coil had less than 50 um of displacement in all directions. 

The body-cast coil allows for more consistent inter-subject positioning, and fewer MRI distortion 

artifacts. The single-channel coil provides ease of use, and slightly better restraint. However, both 

restraint devices provide a means sufficiently restraining movement to acquire simultaneous FP-

fMRI in awake mice. 

 

White and gray matter tissue characterization using wavelength-swept source 

Raman spectroscopy 

Elahe Parham1, 2, 3, Daniel C. Côté1, 2, 3, Mireille Quéméner1, 2, 3 

1Université Laval, Department of Physics, Physics Engineering and Optics, 2CERVO Brain Research 

Center, 3Centre d’optique Photonique et laser 

The swept-source Raman spectroscopy, in which a sensitive detector is used to collect the light 

instead of a spectrometer, has the advantage of detecting more photons compared to the 

conventional spontaneous Raman spectroscopy due to the higher collection efficiency. In 

conventional Raman spectroscopy, a laser with a fixed wavelength is used for excitation and a 

spectrometer is used for collecting the scattered light. This technique has been widely used for 

tissue identification since it can provide unique information from a biological sample and it can be 

minimally invasive because it has the potential of being used with a fiber-optic probe. However, it 

suffers from low collection efficiency. With the swept-source approach, the laser excites the tissue 

while sweeping over a certain wavelength range and a photodetector with a fixed narrow-

bandpass filter is used to collect the Raman signal. Therefore, the Raman frequency varies with 

the changing excitation wavelength. The most important advantage of this strategy is the large 

optical invariant of the detection setup that advantageously compares to that of a spectrometer. 

Indeed, the area of the detector is 1 mm2 which is 100 times larger than the entrance slit of a 

spectrometer with a resolution of 1 nm for an approximately equal acceptance cone of light. 

Simulations with the Raytraycing Python module have shown that when obtaining a spectrum with 

a resolution of 1 nm, the swept-source strategy gets a signal 500 times stronger compared to the 

conventional Raman spectroscopy. Moreover, using a lock-in detection along with the detector 

increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) even more. This strategy has been tested on several 

brain tissue samples and the obtained spectra have been analyzed to characterize white matter 

and gray matter. 
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Spontaneous Raman spectroscopy used for differentiation of brain regions 

Antoine Rousseau1, Daniel Côté1, Martin Parent1, Martin Lévesque1, Mireille Quémener1 

1Université Laval 

Raman spectroscopy is a label free method which provides information on the nature of a sample. 

Spontaneous Raman spectroscopy can be used to measure relative concentrations of specific 

proteins in the brain. In our system, a 785 mn laser diode is used as the Raman excitation beam 

and is focalised on the sample. The epi-detection system sends the Raman signal into a 

multimode optical fiber which leads to the spectrometer (Ocean view, QE-pro). This allows us to 

obtain Raman spectra of our sample. These spectra are then analyzed using Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA). The analysis allows us to obtain the relative quantification of 

molecules in different brain regions, thus obtaining a reference Raman signature relative to a 

brain region. The reference Raman signature combined with live Raman spectroscopy during 

brain surgery, such as Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) surgery, could be used for localizing the 

surgical electrode in the brain by comparing the live Raman spectra with the reference Raman 

signature. This technique would allow the surgeons to verify the probe position in the brain during 

a surgery. 

 

Dissecting the lateral hypothalamus-dorsal raphe nucleus circuitry 

Renata Sadretdinova1, 2, Zakaria Benmammar1, Christophe Proulx1, 2 

1Laval University, 2Cervo Brain Research Centre 

The dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) is known to be involved in the regulation of affective behaviors 

and energy balance. The DRN receives neural inputs from numerous brain regions known to 

process positive and negative emotional states, and in turn, sends its axons to virtually all regions 

of the brain. The main source of input to DRN, lateral hypothalamus (LHA), and DRN are 

reciprocally innervated in a functional loop.  Here, we use transsynaptic anterograde and 

retrograde viral strategies to investigate the anatomical and functional circuitry between the LHA 

and the DRN. Specifically, we have injected in the LHA an AAV with anterograde transsynaptic 

properties encoding the recombinase cre together with an AAV with retrograde properties 

encoding the recombinase flippase.  The same mice were injected into the DRN with a cre- and 

a flippase-dependent AAV encoding eGFP and mCherry respectively. Post-hoc identification of 

serotonin cells in the DRN was done using IHC for the tryptophan hydroxylase. Our results show 

that the LHA makes synaptic contact with 5-HT and non-5-HT neurons in the DRN, which is 

spatially biased to the ventromedial part and the dorsolateral part of DRN, respectively. DRN 

neurons innervated by the LHA target subcortical regions, such as the lateral hypothalamus itself, 

lateral preoptic area, diagonal band nucleus, bed nucleus of stria terminals, medial septum, 

central amygdala, lateral habenula, and several paraventricular thalamic nuclei. Surprisingly, 

there were no terminals detected in cortical areas. The same viral approaches will be used to 

drive the expression of GECIs and opsins in DRN neurons to examine their functions in live 

animals.  Overall, these results show that 1) anterograde transsynaptic tracing can be applied to 

identify DRN neurons innervated by the LHA, 2) LHA targets specific DRN neuron populations 

with a spatial bias, 3) this population of DRN neurons projects mostly to subcortical limbic regions. 

 

Non-invasive super-resolved quasi-noise-free live cell imaging by combining 

single-shot Digital Holographic Microscopy with artificial intelligence  

Corentin Soubeiran1, 2, Maxime Moreaud3, Céline Larivière-Loiselle2, Mohamed Haouat2, Johan 

Chaniot2, Erik Belanger2, Pierre Marquet2 
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Off-axis monochromatic digital holographic microscopy (DHM) is a non-invasive interferometric 

optical imaging method for real-time acquiring of quantitative phase images providing the 

visualization of quasi-transparent biological samples such as living cells with a nanometric axial 

sensitivity. However, coherent noise, a drawback of the interferometric sensitivity, caps the image 

quality. To fix this issue, we have developed a polychromatic DHM (P-DHM) in a transmission 

configuration, providing quasi-coherent noise-free phase images. This optical denoising method 

reveals a set of fine neuronal processes within cultured living neuronal networks undetectable 

with DHM. Nevertheless, this technology remains demanding from an experimental point of view 

with some limitations regarding the acquisition time. Consequently, we recently demonstrated an 

interest in applying artificial intelligence algorithms reproducing the optical denoising of P-DHM 

from classical DHM images. 

In recent years, artificial intelligence has shown surprising results in improving image resolution. 

We have thus developed an artificial intelligence algorithm capable of producing higher resolution 

(x20 magnification) and denoised images, such as those obtained by the P-DHM technology, from 

a low resolution (x10 magnification) DHM image. This algorithm is based on a convolutional 

network coupled to a cost function parameterized by the analysis of local structures. Its learning 

is done from experimental images contrary to what is mostly done in the literature thanks to quasi-

coherent noise-free phase images offered by PDHM versus DHM and numerical readjustment to 

correct the deformations inherent to the differences in acquisition modes. This learning process 

allows us to finely control the appearance of deleterious structures in the subsequent biological 

analysis and the detection of pathologies. Finally, for the first time to our knowledge, this 

procedure provides for a reduced cost, label-free high-resolution and de-noised images of living 

cells from low-resolution DHM images, whose acquisition time is only limited by the camera. 

 

 




